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Introduction

Epistemically founded models of strategic reasoning derive predictions
about each player�s moves from the hierarchies of beliefs about opponents�
moves that they may hold. Both in static and dynamic games, restrictions
of the set of conceivable hierarchies can be used to re�ne the predictions of
the models. Especially in dynamic games, the e¤ects of such restrictions
are highly non-trivial: the predictions may change in a non-monotonic way,
i.e. they need not be a subset of the predictions in absence of restrictions.
In epistemic game theory, this is a well known phenomenon. In a state
space endowed with a type space for conditional probability systems [39],
the strong belief operator [11] takes an event (a subset of the state space)
and delivers another event whose epistemic types believe in the �rst event
at all the information sets that are compatible with its realization. The
strong-belief operator is non-monotonic: if the �rst event is restricted,
the delivered event need not shrink, because the restricted event may be
incompatible with more information sets1 and there the player is now
allowed to believe in any opponent type (thus to hold any hierarchy of
beliefs whose �rst-order level is compatible with the information set).
Restrictions to hierarchies of beliefs can be used to model fundamental

economic situations. Pre-play non-binding agreements among players are
one of the most interesting cases. The only way a non-binding agreement
can a¤ect the behavior of players is through the beliefs it is able to in-
duce in their minds. Part I analyzes the e¤ects of restrictions that may
be induced by possibly incomplete non-binding agreements. In dynamic
games, players may observe a deviation from the agreement before the
game is over. The attempt to rationalize the deviation may lead play-
ers to revise their beliefs about opponents�behavior in the continuation
of the game. This instance of forward induction reasoning is based not
just on beliefs about rationality, but also on interactive beliefs about the
compliance with the agreement itself, modeled precisely as restricted sets
of hierachies of beliefs. Here I study the e¤ects of such rationalization
on the self-enforceability of an agreement, that is on the possibility that
it is commonly believed and, once believed, that players comply with it.
Accordingly, outcomes of the game are deemed to be enforceable by some

1This requires that the projection of the event on the strategy space is not full,
so restrictions to hierarchies of beliefs alone are not su¢ cient. Rationality is the link
between restrictions to hierarchies and projections that do not coincide with the whole
strategy space.
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kind of agreement or not. Conclusions can be very di¤erent from what the
equilibrium re�nement tradition suggests. For instance, a subgame imper-
fect Nash equilibrium may represent a self-enforcing agreement, while a
subgame perfect equilibrium need not be self-enforcing. Incomplete agree-
ments that do not attempt to restrict behaviour after a violation corre-
spond to just agree on an outcome to achieve. Their self-enforceability is
investigated in detail and conclusions are robust to an important "epis-
temic priority" issue: do players retain the beliefs about the agreement
or the beliefs about rationality when, given the observed behaviour, the
two are at odds? In the �rst case, strong-delta-rationalizability [7] is the
appropriate tool to tackle the problem; for the second case, selective ratio-
nalizability is the right one. Both procedures can be epistemically chac-
terized through the strong belief operator: indeed, they both model a
non-monotonic strategic reasoning process.
While strong-delta-rationalizability has already been epistemically char-

acterized in [10], selective rationalizability is a novel solution concept and
it is characterized in Part II. In a dynamic game, consider rational players
holding common strong belief in rationality. That is, they are rational,
they believe opponents are rational as long as not contradicted by obser-
vation, and so on. Very often, many di¤erent conjectures about opponents
behavior are compatible with common strong belief in rationality. As a
result, strong rationalizability [11] delivers more than one plan of actions
to a player: which one will be implemented? The player may have exoge-
nous arguments to form some particular conjecture; opponents may be
aware that the player holds such arguments and may take it into account
as long as her moves do not contradict this; and so on. For instance,
arguments of this kind can arise precisely from non-binding agreements
discussed above: then, both "lone" strategic reasoning and coordination
with the opponents would be captured by this process. While usual ra-
tionalizability tools and equilibrium concepts are only able to capture one
of the two, strong-delta-rationalizability already incorporates �rst-order-
belief restrictions in a strategic reasoning process. But there, any-order
belief in the restrictions is so strong to prevail over the same-order belief in
rationality when (jointly) they are inconsistent with the observed moves.
Here, instead, epistemic priority is inverted: players retain all the orders
of belief in rationality that are per se consistent with the information set
and drop the orders of belief in the restrictions that are at odds with them.
The corresponding rationalizability tool is called selective rationalizability
because it delivers a selection of strongly rationalizable strategies. The
formal epistemic characterization clari�es all these issues.
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Also in static games, restrictions to hierarchies of beliefs can explain
particular strategic reasoning processes. Iterated admissibility is one of
the most appealing solution concepts for complete-information strategic-
form games. Yet, its epistemic analysis has turned out to be elusive. To
understand when it is the appropriate solution concept, conditions under
which players want to avoid strategies that are weakly dominated in some
reduced game along the procedure (although possibly not in the �nal set!)
must be provided. It is intuitive that these conditions have to incorporate
some cautious attitude of the players. Yet, to what extent players are cau-
tious and assume that opponents are must be carefully de�ned in order
to provide a correct motivation for iterated admissibility. Brandenburger,
Friedenberg and Keisler [18] de�ne a notion of rationality, including an
"open-mindedness" requirement for lexicographic beliefs, which delivers
iterated admissibility when players adopt it, assume (to a de�ned extent)
that opponents adopt it, and so on, up to some �nite level. This notion
of rationality cannot be commonly assumed by players unless heavy ex-
ogenous restrictions to beliefs apply. Here, in Part III, I provide a weaker
notion of cautiousness that can be commonly assumed by players and still
captures iterated admissibility, and which has a very clear and realistic in-
terpretation. Players only form hierarchies of beliefs where, at each order,
everyone gives positive probability to every opponents�strategy subpro�le,
at some level of the lexicographic conjecture. In order to avoid arbitrary
restrictions and identify clearly the ones of interest, I carry on the analysis
in a type space that encompasses all meaningful lexicographic hierarchies
of beliefs, the canonical one, of which I show constructively the existence.
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Part I

Non-binding agreements and
forward induction reasoning

1 Introduction

When the players of a dynamic game are given the opportunity to commu-
nicate among themselves before the game starts, they are likely to exploit
it to reach a possibly incomplete agreement about how to play. In most
cases, the context allows them to reach only a non-binding agreement,
which cannot be enforced by an external court of law. The only way a
non-binding agreement can a¤ect the behavior of players is through the
beliefs it is able to induce in their minds. The paper sheds light about what
the viable alternatives are, that is, which agreements are able to induce
the common belief that everyone will comply with them and, among them,
which ones players will actually comply with. Moreover, in an implemen-
tation perspective, the paper aims to understand which outcomes of the
game can be ensured by some agreement. The paper will not deal with
the pre-play bargaining phase. But the evaluation of appealing agreements
has a clear and strong feedback on which ones are likely to be selected.

Here I take the view that players will believe in the agreement only
if this is compatible with reasonable assumptions about rationality, be-
liefs in rationality and their interaction with the beliefs in the agreement
(of all orders). If compatibility holds, one must still check whether all
possible behavioral implications are consistent with the agreement itself.
Both issues can be elucidated with appropriate rationalizability concepts.
Strong-delta-rationalizability [7] captures the hypothesis that beliefs about
the agreement are given higher (or the same2) epistemic priority than be-
liefs about rationality; that is, in contingencies that some player would not
have reached under the beliefs in the agreement and rationality up to some
order, opponents abandon the belief in rationality of that order. When
instead opponents want to retain all orders of belief in rationality that are
per se compatible with the contingency and rather drop the beliefs in the

2The behavioural consequences are the same because the belief in the agreement of
order n has no bite without the belief in rationality of order n� 1. See [10] for details.
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agreement that are at odds with them, selective rationalizability [20] is
the right tool. Both strong-delta-rationalizability and selective rationaliz-
ability deliver either an empty set (if the �rst-order belief restrictions are
not compatible with the strategic reasoning hypotheses) or the expected
implications of the agreement (otherwise). The important di¤erence be-
tween the two epistemic priority assumptions can be understood from the
following perfect information game, taken from [20].

Ann
O . & I
(3; 3) Bob

U . & D
(0; 1) Ann

L. & R
(0; 0) (4; 2)

Bob states that he would play U if he is called to act. If Ann is rational3

and believes that Bob would play U , she will play O. Then, if Bob observes
Ann playing I, he cannot believe at the same time that Ann is rational
and believes he will play U . If Bob puts priority on the belief of Ann that
he will play U , he must drop the belief that Ann is rational (and then he
could also expect Ann to play L after D, hence he could truly play U).
If Bob puts priority on Ann being rational, he must drop the belief that
Ann believes that he will play U (and expecting Ann to play R after D,
he will play D, violating his statement).
Strong-delta-rationalizability and selective rationalizability allow to

tackle the main issues for all dynamic games with complete information4

and perfect recall. Yet, for notational simplicity, the focus is restricted
to the wide class of �nite5 games with observable actions.6 First: which
agreements are credible and will be complied with? Which outcomes of
the game can be achieved through some agreement? To answers these
questions the concepts of, respectively, self-enforceability (of agreements)

3 i.e. expected utility maximizer given the continuation conjecture at every informa-
tion set.

4The tools employed in the paper apply also to dynamic games with incomplete
information. The possibility to extend the analysis to such games is discussed in the
conclusions.

5Finite sets of actions and �nite horizon.
6Games where every player who is called to act knows exactly the current history

of the game, i.e. information sets are singletons. All repeated games with perfect
monitoring, for instance, are games with observable actions.
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and enforceability (of outcomes) are de�ned. In particular, two relevant
classes of agreements are deeply investigated: complete agreements and
path agreements7 . While a complete agreement speci�es a single action for
every player at every contingency, a path agreement does not attempt to
restrict behavior at contingencies that follow a violation of the agreement
itself. Thus, it corresponds to just agreeing on an outcome to achieve. For
path agreements, self-enforceability under priority to the agreement and
under priority to rationality are equivalent, hence the analysis is robust
to the epistemic priority assumption. Only for a strongly rationalizable8

[11] subgame perfect equilibrium (henceforth, SPE) outcome, the corre-
sponding path agreement can be self-enforcing, but not even its credibility
is guaranteed: the class of equilibrium paths that can be upset by a con-
vincing deviation introduced by Osborne [36] is an example. When the
path agreement is not self-enforcing, o¤-the-path restrictions are needed to
enforce the corresponding outcome: leaving some mystery about on-the-
path moves is of no help. Introducing o¤-the-path restrictions, also the
outcome of a Nash, subgame imperfect equilibrium may be enforceable,
even when epistemic priority falls on rationality. On the other hand, while
under priority to rationality the self-enforceability of pure SPE is guar-
anteed, under priority to rationality there could not exist any agreement
that enforces a given pure SPE outcome. At this point, one may wonder
whether there always exist SPE outcomes that can be enforced by some
agreement. This would be true only allowing players to agree on mixed
strategies, a possibility that is not considered of particular interest here.
However, its investigation brings to a broader result, which is interesting
per se: in every game with observable actions, there is always the support
of a SPE outcome distribution that is induced also by strongly rational-
izable strategies. That is, backward induction and forward induction (as
captured by strong rationalizability) never give disjoint predictions.

To introduce the main theoretical issues and their relevance to eco-
nomics, Section 2 presents two applied examples. In the �rst one, players
can pro�tably agree on a Nash, non subgame perfect equilibrium of the
game, even when they commonly believe in rationality as long as it is
not contradicted by observation. In the second one, players would like
to achieve a desirable subgame perfect equilibrium outcome, but forward

7Path agreements have already been de�ned and analyzed by [27] through a solution
concept that does not capture forward induction reasoning.

8Strong rationalizability is often referred to as extensive form rationalizability [37],
meaning its correlated version.
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induction reasoning makes the corresponding agreement not credible. Sec-
tion 3 introduces the formal framework and the analytic tools. Section 4
presents the main results. Section 5 concludes. In the Appendix I ap-
ply the proposed methodology to a case in the literature and I present
the formal solutions of the examples of Section 2 and the proofs of the
theorems.

2 Motivating examples

Example 1 In a city, two parties can form a credible coalition for the
election of the mayor if they choose the same positioning on a few issues.
If they both choose a Radical positioning, their coalition will win and split
equally a surplus of 8. If they both choose a Moderate positioning, their
coalition will win and the surplus to split grows to 10. The problem is
that party 2 may be tempted to take a radical positioning even if party 1
chooses a moderate one. (And then P1 wouldn�t be able to credibly switch
to the radical positioning too.) Indeed, in this case, P2�s candidate would
not win at the �rst round but would gain the ballot for sure and then
possibly take all the surplus. At the last debate before the ballot, P1 can
declare whether Supporting P2�s candidate or the Alternative one and at
the same time P2 can make a political O¤er to P1�s voters or Not. P1 gets
a payo¤ of 2 if supporting the winning candidate, unless P2�s candidate
wins and does not make any o¤er. P2�s candidate wins for sure if P1
supports, with probability 1=2 if not but P2 makes the o¤er to P1�s voters.

P1nP2 M R P1nP2 N O
M (5; 5) �� � �� � ! A (2; 0) (1; 4)
R (0; 0) (4; 4) S (0; 8) (2; 6)

The game has only one SPE, where P1 plays R, A with probability 1=3
and S with probability 2=3 and P2 plays R; N with probability 1=3 and
O with probability 2=3. But the game features also a Nash equilibrium
that Pareto-dominates the SPE, namely where P1 plays M and A and P2
plays M and N (or O).
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The two parties meet before declaring their positioning to the public
and try to reach an agreement. Can they credibly agree on the Nash equi-
librium? The answer is yes and it is robust to the two di¤erent epistemic
priority assumptions. Suppose that P2 deviates to R. Is it still credible
that P1 will reply with A? After observing the deviation, P1 must either
believe that P2 did not believe in the agreement or that it is irrational. If
P1 would rather drop the belief that P2 is rational, it can expect any move
and A is a best reply to N . If P2 believes that P1 reasons in this way, it
can believe that P1 would reply to the deviation with A and so the agree-
ment is believed and players comply with it. If P1 is not willing to drop
the belief that P2 is rational, it can expect any rational move. But both
(R:N) and (R:O) can be rationalized as best responses to some conjecture
and A is a best reply to N in the subgame.9 Again, if P2 believes that
P1 reasons in this way, it can believe that P1 would reply to the deviation
with A and so the agreement is credible and players comply with it.
Notice that agreeing on the whole SPE requires instead to agree on

mixed strategies, but this is unrealistic. Our formal de�nition of agreement
will rule out this possibility. Agreeing on the whole support amounts
instead to agreeing just on playing R in the �rst stage. This is enough
here for the credibility and the compliance with the agreement: P1 has no
incentive to switch toM whatever it expects in the second stage. This type
of agreement, which is silent about o¤-the-path behavior, has an intuitive
appeal, as it will be pointed out. Yet, forward induction reasoning based
on the belief in the path may rule out the o¤-the-path beliefs that are
necessary to prevent a deviation.10 This is the case in the next example.

Example 2 The duopolists of the Cola market, A and B, have to decide
their marketing strategy before two big sport events, which will gather the
population in front of the television. There are 10 million buyers: 2 of the
them are somewhat loyal to brand A, 2 of them are somewhat loyal to
brand B, the others just follow the advertisments before the event (if any,

9And O is the best reply to A, S is the best reply to O and N is a best reply to S,
so the incentive to play A is compatible with the beliefs in rationality of all orders.
10Forward induction arguments can also go in favour of the agreement. Suppose that

after a unilateral deviation from a path agreement, the deviator can get a higher payo¤
than under the path only if the opponent plays a certain action. Suppose that this
action is best reply only to an action that prevents the deviator to get a higher payo¤
than under the path. The risk of deviation is ruled out via forward induction.
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otherwise they split equally). At the current price, each million of buyers
brings a pro�t of 1. Advertising costs 2. There is also another marketing
strategy, which consists of a discount in the supermarkets before the event.
Also the loyal buyers switch to the brand making discounts, but the pro�t
drops to 0:2 per million customers.
The game is a twice repeated prisoner dilemma with a punishment

action, because advertisement (D) is a best reply to both no advertisment
(C) and advertisment, while the aggressive discount campaign (P ) is a
best reply only to the other brand doing the same, and the pro�ts of both
brands fall anyway.

AnB C D P
C 5; 5 2; 6 0; 2
D 6; 2 3; 3 0; 2
P 2; 0 2; 0 1; 1

There exists a SPE where the two �rms collude in the �rst stage.
Namely, (s�A; s

�
B) where:

s�i (h) =

8<: C if h = h0 (i.e. at the start of the game)
D if h = (CC)
P else

i = A;B:

Suppose that the two marketing directors, Ann and Bob, agree not to
advertise their products before the �rst event and to do it before the
second event. It is understood that the agreement falls through if it was
violated for the �rst event. There is common knowledge of the discount
option, but it is not mentioned in the conversation. All this sums up to
agree on the equilibrium path.
The agreement does not rule out punishment P after a deviation; there-

fore, it seems to be possible (although not guaranteed) that players fear it
and comply with the path. Instead, once accounting for forward induction
reasoning,11 punishment is actually ruled out and thus the path agreement
is not credible. B, if he is rational and believes that A will comply with
the agreement, will defect in the �rst stage only if he expects no punish-
ment in the second. A, if she believes this and observes D, will then (by

11This instance of forward induction reasoning di¤ers from the most frequent ones in
the literature, because it does not rely only on beliefs in rationality but also on beliefs
about the respect of the agreement and their interaction.
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forward induction) expect B to play D again. B, if he believes that A will
interpret the deviation in this way, will actually play D in the �rst stage.
A, if she believes that B expects such interpretation, will anticipate the
deviation and will not believe in the agreement from the start.
A possible objection is that players, anticipating that the path agree-

ment would not work, would explicitely threaten the punishment if collu-
sion does not succeed in the �rst stage. First, this is not what happens
in many real-life situations. Discussing what to do in case the partner de-
fects is an inconvenient way to start a relationship. Second, agreeing on a
sequence of moves in repeated games, implicitely assuming that the agree-
ment is valid until not violated, or agreeing on an outcome to reach in an
extensive-form game, is a simple, natural, and hence appealing agreement.
Third, the belief in the remainder of an agreement that has already been
violated is very likely to fall; in this case, it is as if players had just agreed
on the path as above.12

In a nutshell, non subgame perfect equilibria can be credible agree-
ments, even when players put epistemic priority on rationality, while it is
very easy to construct examples where some SPE fails to do so. On the
other hand, putting epistemic priority on the agreement, while any entire
SPE is a credible agreement, this could not be the case when o¤-the-path
restrictions fail to hold. For these reasons, the credibility of agreements
can depart substantially from what the equilibrium re�nement tradition
would suggest. The formal tools to carry out a deep and well-founded
analysis of the problem are presented in the next section. These tools are
used in the Appendix to analyze formally the two examples.

3 Agreements and beliefs in dynamic games
with complete information

3.1 Agreements, complete agreements and path agree-
ments.

For any of the following player-speci�c setsXi, X :=
Q
i2I
Xi, X�i :=

Q
j 6=i
Xi.

De�ne the following primitive sets:
12Players may instead give a lower priority to o¤-the-path beliefs but still keep them

if they are compatible with the beliefs in the path (which is not the case in this example
anyway). This situation is not formally modeled in the paper.
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� I is the set of players;

� (Ai)i2I are the sets of actions potentially available to each player;

� H � A
<N

is the set of histories of the game with the following
properties:

� h0 := ; 2 H;
� for every h = (ea1; :::;eat) 2 H and l < t, (ea1; :::;eal) 2 H;
� for every h 2 H, if there exists a 2 A such that (h; a) 2 H, then
there exist non-empty ( eAi � Ai)i2I such that ea 2 eA if and only
if (h;ea) 2 H.

For any two h; h0 2 H, de�ne a precedence relation by letting h � h0 if
and only if h0 = (h; x) for some non-empty x 2 A<N. I denote by p(h) the
predecessor of h, i.e. eh 2 H such that eh � h and for every bh 6- eh, bh 6� h.
The set of histories H endowed with the precedence relation � is a tree
with root h0.
Denoting by Z :=

�
z 2 H : /9h 2 H; z � h

	
, for every i 2 I let ui :

Z ! R be the payo¤ function. I denote an extensive form game with
complete information and observable actions with � = hI;X; (ui)i2Ii.
Now I can derive the following objects. Let H := HnZ be the set

of non-terminal histories and, for every i 2 I and h 2 H, let Ai(h) :=
projAi

�
a 2 A : (h; a) 2 H

	
be the set of feasible actions of player i at

history h. A strategy is a function si : H ! Ai such that for every h 2 H,
si(h) 2 Ai(h). The set of all strategies is denoted by Si. The set of
strategies that are compatible with a set of histories P � H is de�ned as:

Si(P ) :=
�
si 2 Si : 9(ea1; :::;eat) 2 P;8l < t;

si((ea1; :::;eal)) = eal+1i ; si(h
0) = ea1i	 :

For any subset of strategies bSi � Si, bSi(h) := Si(h)T bSi.
On the other hand, the set of histories that are compatible with a set

of strategy (sub-)pro�les bS � Q
j2J�I

Sj is de�ned as:

H(bS) := n(ea1; :::;eat) 2 H : 9bs 2 bS;8j 2 J;8l < t;
bsj((ea1; :::;eal)) = eal+1j ; bsj(h0) = ea1j	 :
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Analogously, the set of outcomes that are compatible with a set of
strategy (sub-) pro�les bS � Q

i2J�I
Sj is denoted by

�(bS) := H(bS)\Z:

In games with observable actions, a player who is called to act knows
exactly the current history of the game. That is, information sets are
singletons (histories). Notice moreover that to simplify notation every
player is expected to play an action at every history: when a player is
not truly active at a history, the set of feasible actions consists of just
one "dummy" action. In this way, for every player the set of information
sets coincides with the set of histories. In the following, I will refer to
information sets rather than histories when it is conceptually appropriate
and information sets are the objects to use in the analysis of a game
without observable actions.
I will use a notion of SPE in mixed strategies instead of behavioral

strategies. A pro�le of mixed strategies � 2
Q
i2I
�(Si) is a SPE in mixed

strategies if there exists a SPE in behavioral strategies

((�hi )h2H)i2I 2
Y
i2I
(�(Ai))

jHj

such that for every i 2 I and si 2 supp�i, �i(si) =
Q
h2H

�hi (si(h)).

In this context, I consider players coming up with an agreement of the
following form.

De�nition 1 (Agreement) An agreement is a pro�le of correspondences
(ei : H � Ai)i2I such that for every i 2 I and h 2 H, ei(h) � Ai(h).

That is, an agreement speci�es at every information set the pure actions
among which players are expected to choose. If the agreement assigns to
a player the whole set of available actions at an information set h 2 H,
Ai(h), the agreement is silent about how the player should play at that
information set. Notice that an agreement can restrict the behavior of
players also at information sets that are precluded by the agreement itself.
When this is not the case and the agreement allows to reach only one

outcome of the game, I will call it a path agreement. Formally:
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De�nition 2 (Path Agreement) A path agreement is an agreement e =
(ei)i2I such that there exists (ea1; :::;eat) 2 Z such that for every i 2 I and
l < t, ei(h0) = ea1i , ei((ea1; :::;eal)) = eal+1i and ei(h) = Ai(h) otherwise.

Path agreements are particularly interesting for applied reasons. First,
they correspond to a very natural kind of agreement: choosing an outcome
as a goal. Second, they are likely to be taken when players either do not
feel like discussing the possibility that someone could deviate from the
agreement, or they just anticipate that they would not trust the agree-
ment anymore once it has already been violated (see the second example).
Moreover, as it will be proved later, path agreements have a desirable
property: players do not have to bother about the epistemic priority issue
to evaluate their credibility and self-enforceability. Consider furthermore
the case in which o¤-the-path subgames do not feature pure strategies
equilibria: players could �nd it di¢ cult to reach an agreement for those
contigencies (see the �rst example). This is one of the motivations for the
study of incomplete codes in Gossner [26]. Gossner �nds that incomplete
codes (such as path agreements) can be more robust than complete ones
to payo¤ perturbations. Interestingly, Gossner de�nes a class of "credible"
codes. Once translated in the present framework, it is possible to apply the
analytical tools developed here to prove that such class is actually credi-
ble, in the epistemically founded notion of this paper: see the Appendix
for details. Path agreements are analyzed also in [27] through a solution
concept that does not capture forward induction reasoning.
When instead players want to pinpoint how they should behave in

every possible contingency of the game, they will come up with a complete
agreement of the following form.

De�nition 3 (Complete Agreement) A complete agreement is an agree-
ment e = (ei)i2I such that for every i 2 I and h 2 H; jei(h)j = 1.

Complete agreements are particularly interesting too because they can
correspond to an entire equilibrium of the game.
However, before focusing on these two kinds of agreements, the ana-

lytical tools for the evaluation of a generic agreement will be provided.

3.2 Beliefs induced by an agreement

The elementary belief that an agreement may be able to induce is that
opponents will comply with it. Such belief can be represented as a re-
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stricted set of conjectures about what strategies opponents are going to
play. In this extensive-form framework, conjectures are modeled as condi-
tional probability systems [39] (henceforth, CPS). Here I de�ne the concept
of CPS directly for the problem at hand.

De�nition 4 A conditional probability system on (S�i; (S�i(h))h2H) is
a mapping �(�j�) : 2S�i � (S�i(h))h2H ! [0; 1] satisfying the following
axioms:

1. for every C 2 (S�i(h))h2H , �(CjC) = 1;

2. for every C 2 (S�i(h))h2H , �(�jC) is a probability measure on S�i;

3. for every E 2 S�i and C;D 2 (S�i(h))h2H , if E � D � C, then
�(EjD)�(DjC) = �(EjC).

The set of all CPS on (S�i; (S�i(h))h2H) is denoted by �H(S�i).

The third axiom means that players update their conjectures via Bayes
rule whenever possible as the game unfolds. For brevity, the conditioning
events will be indicated with just the information set, which represents all
the information acquired by players from observation.

De�nition 5 Consider an agreement e = (ei)i2I . For every i 2 I, and
h 2 H de�ne:

Se�i(h) :=
nes�i 2 S�i(h) : 8j 6= i; 8eh % h; esj(eh) 2 ej(eh)o.

The set of �rst-order belief restrictions corresponding to the agreement is
�ei � �H(S�i) where for every �i = (�i(�jh))h2H 2 �ei and h 2 H,
supp�i(�jh) � Se�i(h).

The agreement is believed at every information set, for what concerns
the continuation of the game.13 Notice that any two players have the same
restrictions about any third player.

13This simply amounts to assuming that players do not change their beliefs about
opponents�behavior in the continuation of the game while the game unfolds. This rules
out the attitude of believing in an o¤-the-path portion of the agreement until the path
is followed and forming doubts about it once the path has actually been violated.
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I will consider players who reply rationally to their conjectures. By
rationality I mean that players, at every information set, choose an action
that maximizes expected utility given the conjecture about how opponents
and themselves will play in the continuation of the game. This is equivalent
[5] to choosing a sequential best reply to the CPS.

De�nition 6 A strategy si 2 Si is a sequential best reply to a CPS �i 2
�H(S�i) if for every h 2 H(si) and every esi 2 Si(h),

P
s�i2supp�i(�jh)

ui(�(si; s�i))�i(s�ijh) �
P

s�i2supp�i(�jh)
ui(�(esi; s�i))�i(s�ijh).

The set of sequential best replies to a CPS �i is denoted by �i(�i).

Here I take the view that other than best replying to their conjectures,
players try to re�ne them through strategic reasoning. As long as not
contradicted by observation, players believe that opponents are rational
and believe in the agreement, that opponents believe that everyone else is
rational and believes in the agreement, and so on. Instead, at information
sets where all these beliefs cannot hold together (in the sense that if they
were all correct, the information set would not have been reached), players
must make a choice. They can either retain all orders of belief in the
agreement and drop the orders of belief in rationality that are at odds
with them; or, they can retain all orders of beliefs in rationality that are
per se compatible with the observed behavior and rather drop the orders of
belief in the agreement that are at odds with them. This is the epistemic
priority issue: in the �rst case, I say that players give epistemic priority
to the agreement; in the second case, that they give epistemic priority to
rationality.
In case players give epistemic priority to the agreement, the appropri-

ate solution concept is strong-delta-rationalizability [7], the augmentation
with �rst-order beliefs restrictions of strong rationalizability ; introduced
by Battigalli and Siniscalchi [11]. Its ultimate de�nition [10] is translated
here in the complete information framework of this paper.

De�nition 7 (strong-delta-rationalizability) Consider the following
procedure.

(Step 0) For every i 2 I, let S0i;�e = Si.
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(Step n > 0) For every i 2 I and for every si 2 Si, let si 2 Sni;�e if
and only if there exists a CPS �i 2 �ei such that:

1. si 2 �i(�i)

2. 8p = 0; :::; n � 1; 8h 2 H; Sp�i;�e

T
S�i(h) 6= ; ) �i(S

p
�i;�e jh) = 1

(i.e. �i strongly believes S
p
�i;�e);

Finally let S1i;�e =
T
n�0

Sni;�e . The pro�les in S1�e are called strongly-

delta-rationalizable.

Strong rationalizability can be seen as a special case of strong-delta-
rationalizability where no restriction applies and it will be denoted by
dropping the subscript �e. I will call best rationalizable strategies (see
also [4]) of a player at an information set the ones that are compatible with
the information set and survive more steps of strong rationalizability. Best
rationalizable actions at an information set will be the ones prescribed by
best rationalizable strategies.
Step by step, strong-delta-rationalizability captures the following as-

sumptions:

1. players are rational and believe that opponents will comply with
the agreement (and that opponents believe that everyone else will
comply with the agreement, and so on);

2. 1 holds and players believe that 1 holds as long as not contradicted
by observation;

3. 1 and 2 hold and players believe that 1 and 2 hold as long as not
contradicted by observation;

4. ...

The sentence in brackets means that players commonly believe in the
agreement at every information set, regardless of the compatibility with
beliefs in rationality of any order. This is not a necessary assumption to
characterize strong-delta-rationalizability: the belief in the agreement of
order n has no behavioral implication once the belief in rationality of order
n� 1 is dropped. Both formal epistemic characterizations can be found in
[10].
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Strong-delta-rationalizability does two things. First, it constitutes a
compatibility test for the belief in the agreement with the strategic rea-
soning assumptions. If the agreement does not pass the test, strong-delta-
rationalizability delivers an empty set. This happens at a step where
some information set is still compatible with the new assumptions, but
the behavioral consequences contradict the �rst-order-belief restrictions
at that information set (i.e., the remainder of the agreement). Second,
if the agreement passes the test, the strong-delta-rationalizable strategy
pro�les coincide with the behavioral implications of the common belief in
the agreement together with rationality and the beliefs in rationality of
all orders, each of them holding as long as its conjunction with the op-
ponents�belief in the agreement of the same order is not contradicted by
observation.
In case players give epistemic priority to beliefs about rationality, the

appropriate solution concept is selective rationalizability [20]:

De�nition 8 (selective rationalizability) Denote by (Sm)m�0 the strong
rationalizability procedure. Consider the following procedure.

(Step 0) For every i 2 I, let S0i;R�e = S1i .

(Step n>0) For every i 2 I and for every si 2 Si, let si 2 Sni;R�e if
and only if there exists �i 2 �ei such that:

1. si 2 �i(�i);

2. 8p = 0; :::; n�1; 8h 2 H; Sp�i;R�e

T
S�i(h) 6= ; =) �i(S

p
�i;R�e jh) =

1;

3. 8q = 0; :::; 8h 2 H; Sq�i
T
S�i(h) 6= ; =) �i(S

q
�ijh) = 1;

Finally, let S1i;R�e =
T
n�0

Sni;R�e . The pro�les in S1R�e are called

selectively-rationalizable.

Selective rationalizability re�nes strong rationalizability by selecting
those strategies that are compatible with the beliefs in the agreement.
More precisely, step by step selective rationalizability captures the follow-
ing assumptions:

1. players believe in the agreement and are rational, believe that oppo-
nents are rational (as long as not contradicted by observation), and
so on;
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2. 1 holds and players believe that 1 holds as long as not contradicted
by observation;

3. 1 and 2 hold and players believe that 1 and 2 hold as long as not
contradicted by observation;

4. ...

Selective rationalizability does the same two things of strong-delta-
rationalizability. A non-empty set of selectively-rationalizable strategy
pro�les coincides with the behavioral implications of rationality, beliefs in
rationality of all orders (each of them holding as long as not contradicted
by observation) and beliefs in the agreement of all orders, each of them
holding as long as its conjunction with the beliefs in rationality is not
contradicted by observation.

Although similar in their structure, the two procedures can deliver
sharply di¤erent results for the same restrictions. The perfect informa-
tion game of the introduction is an example: strong-delta-rationalizability
delivers a non-empty set of strategy pro�les where Ann chooses O; se-
lective rationalizability delivers the empty set.14 In other cases, the two
procedures can deliver two di¤erent non-empty sets of strategy pro�les,
inducing di¤erent sets of outcomes (see [20]).

To determine which one is the most appropriate one in applications
is a subtle issue. Therefore, it will be useful to evaluate agreements with
both tools.

14Bob claims that he would play U . If Ann�s �rst order beliefs are actually restricted
in this way, strong-delta-rationalizability delivers at the �rst step strategy O for Ann,
while for Bob U and D are both rational. Hence, at the second step, Ann can still
believe that Bob would play U and Bob can still play both U and D, being allowed not
to believe that Ann is rational after observing I. Selective rationalizability, instead,
requires Bob to believe that Ann is rational after observing I if there is a rational
strategy of Ann that prescribes I. IR is the one, so Bob must choose D. But then, Ann
cannot formulate a CPS that respects the restrictions and believes in Bob�s rationality.
Hence, selective rationalizability delivers an empty set.
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4 Self-enforceability of agreements and en-
forceability of outcomes

4.1 Self-enforceability

Taking the perspective of evaluating a given agreement, two features have
to be investigated First, whether the agreement is credible or not. Second,
if the agreement is credible, whether players will surely comply with the
agreement not.
An agreement is credible when it passes the appropriate rationaliz-

ability test. For synthesis, the generic rationalizability procedure will be
indicated with the subscript e; it has to be replaced with �e or R�e to
obtain the correct de�nitions under the two di¤erent epistemic priority
assumptions.

De�nition 9 (Credibility) An agreement e = (ei)i2I is credible if S1e 6=
;.

Credibility does not necessarily imply that players will sure comply
with the agreement, but only that they may do so. If players, once they
re�ne their conjectures according to the agreement, always have the strict
incentive to comply with it, the agreement is self-enforcing.

De�nition 10 (Self-enforceability) An agreement e = (ei)i2I is self-
enforcing if it is credible and for every i 2 I, h 2 H(S1e ) and si 2 S1i;e(h),
si(h) 2 ei(h).

The de�nition requires explicitely that every rationalizable strategy
complies with the agreement at the information sets that are compatible
with itself and with the rationalizable strategy pro�les. At an information
set that is not compatible with the rationalizable pro�les, instead, cred-
ibility only implies that among the best rationalizable strategies of each
player, there is at least one that complies with the agreement. But this is
enough to guarantee that the o¤-the-path beliefs of the players are in line
with the agreement, so that the desired behavioral consequences apply.

One might imagine that a self-enforcing agreement under priority on
rationality will be, a fortiori, self-enforcing under priority on the agree-
ment. An example in the appendix of [20] shows that this is not the case.
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Instead, there are interesting cases where the two things are equivalent,15

so that the evaluation of the agreement is robust to the epistemic priority
assumption, which may be di¢ cult to identify in applications. The most
interesting case is the path agreements one.

Theorem 1 A path agreement is credible/self-enforcing under priority to
rationality if and only if it is credible/self-enforcing under priority to the
agreement.

Hence, all the conditions for credibility and self-enforceability of path
agreements can be stated regardless of the epistemic priority assumption
and the proofs can rely on either selective rationalizability or strong-delta-
rationalizability.
The �rst condition claims that a path can be credible only when it is

induced by some strongly rationalizable strategy pro�le.

Proposition 1 Consider a path z 2 Z. If z 62 �(S1), then the corre-
sponding path agreement is not credible.

Proof. If z 62 �(S1), S1R�e = ;, because for some i 2 I there is no
�i 2 �ei that strongly believes S1�i. �

This necessary condition for credibility becomes su¢ cient for self-
enforceability if the path is the sole strongly rationalizable one.

Proposition 2 Suppose that �(S1) is a singleton. Then the correspond-
ing path agreement is self-enforceable.

Proof. For every i 2 I, �ei is less restrictive than the third requirement
of the selective rationalizability procedure. Hence selective rationalizabil-
ity coincides with the steps of strong rationalizability after convergence
and S1 is delivered.16 �

What about strongly rationalizable paths when there is more than
one? Here there is no sharp answer. Looking back at the second example

15The simplest case is when the agreement actually selects among best-rationalizable
actions. The third requirement for CPS in selective rationalizability becomes imma-
terial, because �ei is already not less restrictive, hence the procedure corresponds to
strong-delta-rationalizability.
16Remark: the same proof shows that when the agreement allows at every information

set all the best-rationalizable actions, it is self-enforcing under priority to rationality.
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in Section 2 one can see that there can be both self-enforcing and non self-
enforcing strongly rationalizable paths. As a self-enforcing path, one can
consider ((D;D); (D;D)): a deviation could be pro�table only if it triggers
cooperation in the second stage, but cooperating in the second stage is not
rational. Instead, the path analyzed in Section 2 is an instance, in the same
game, of a strongly rationalizable path that is not self-enforcing.
Similar paths have been already classi�ed by Osborne [36] for 2-players,

�nitely-repeated, coordination games as paths that can be upset by a con-
vincing deviation. Osborne formalizes the condition under which a path
can be upset by a convincing deviation and asserts that such outcome path
is not stable, in the sense of Kohlberg and Mertens [32]. Take the T-fold
repetition GT of an arbitrary two-players (i and j) strategic form game
G. Let bk and ck be the �rst- and second-ranked stage-outcomes of G for
player k = i; j and vk : Ai �Aj ! R, k = i; j denote the stage payo¤s.

Proposition 3 [Osborne, [36]] Let P = (a1; ::; aT ) be a pure Nash equi-
librium outcome path of GT . Suppose that there exist � 2 f1; :::; T � 1g
and eai 2 Ai such that
vi((eai; a�j ))+vi(ci)+(T���1)vi(bi) < TX

t=�

vi(a
t) < vi((eai; a�j ))+(T��)vi(bi)

(1)
and

(T ��)vj(bi) > max
aj

�
vj(b

i
i; aj) : aj 2 Aj and aj 6= bij

	
+(T �� �1)vj(bj);

(2)
where j 6= i. Then the outcome path P is not stable.

In this framework, such paths can be characterized as non credible
agreements.

Proposition 4 Let z = (a1; :::; aT ) be a path that can be upset by a con-
vincing deviation. The corresponding path agreement is not credible.

Proof: For k = i; j and every (a1; :::; aT ) 2 Z, de�ne uk : Z ! R as

uk((a
1; :::; aT )) :=

TP
t=1
vk(a

t). Set h0 := (a1; :::; a��1), h1 := (a1; ::; (ea1; a�j )),
h2 := (a

1; ::; (ea1; a�j ); bi; :::; bi).
For every si 2 Si(h1) such that si =2 Si(h2) (i.e. all strategies of

player i deviating in � but not aiming to her best continuation afterwards),
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si =2 S1i;�e , because for every �i 2 �ei and sj 2 supp�i(�jh0), there exists
s0i 2 Si such that �(s0i; sj) = z and, by (1), ui(z) > ui(�(si; sj)), thus
si =2 �i(�i). Instead, for every si 2 S1i;�e(h1) and h1 � h � h2, si(h) = bii.
Hence, for every sj 2 Sj(h1) such that sj =2 Sj(h2) (i.e. all strategies

of player 2 following the path until � and not replying with 1�s best con-
tinuation after 1�s deviation in �), sj =2 S2j;�e because for every �j 2 �ej
such that supp�j(�jh1) � S1i;�e and for every si 2 supp�j(�jh1); there ex-
ists s0j 2 Sj such that �(si; s0j) = h2 and, by (2), uj(h2) > uj(�(si; sj)),
thus sj =2 �j(�j). Instead, for every sj 2 S2j;�e(h1) and h1 � h � h2,
sj(h) = b

i
j .

Hence, for every si 2 Si(z); si =2 S3i;�e because for every �i 2 �ei such
that supp�i(�jh0) � S2j;�e and for every sj 2supp�i(�jh0); there exists
s0i 2 Si such that �(s0i; sj) = h2 and, by (1), ui(�(si; sj) = z) < u(h2), thus
si =2 �i(�i).17
Hence, there does not exist �j 2 �ej such that supp�j(�jh0) � S3i;�e ,

hence S4j;�e = ;. �

Other than delivering a class of non self-enforcing path agreements, the
proposition above provides epistemic conditions under which the deviator
can con�dently upset the path.18 They are the ones employed in the proof
up to the footnote and give rise to the same instances of forward induction
reasoning as in the second example of Section 2. That path would indeed
fall in this class of paths that can be upset by a convincing deviation by
extending its de�nition to all dynamic games with complete information
in the natural way.

Analogously, while SPE paths can be self-enforcing agreements or not,
non SPE paths are never self-enforcing.

Theorem 2 Consider a path z 2 Z. If there is no SPE � 2 �(S) such
that �(supp�) = fzg, then the corresponding path agreement is not self-
enforcing.

Among SPE paths, it is possible that pure SPE paths are all self-
enforcing or all not self-enforcing. Trivial examples of games where all

17Under the beliefs used so far (and notice that their speci�cation at history h0
su¢ ces), player 1 is shown to be willing to deviate from the path, con�dent of having
convinced player 2 to follow her preferred subpath after the deviation.
18This goes in the same spirit of the intuitive criterion [21] characterization provided

by Battigalli and Siniscalchi [12]
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paths are self-enforcing can be found in the class of repeated, pure co-
ordination games. Instead, consider to repeat twice the following game.
The two players must perform a task that gives a pro�t of 3 to each of
them at the total e¤ort cost of 2. If at least one player works, the task
is performed; if only one player works, she pays the total cost of e¤ort, if
instead they both work, they share the e¤ort cost equally.

AnB Work FreeRide
W 2; 2 1; 3
FR 3; 1 0; 0

No pure SPE path is self-enforcing. If the path prescribes the same Nash in
both stages, the unhappy player can signal with a deviation the intention
to switch to the preferred equilibrium in the second stage. If the path
prescribes to play one Nash in the �rst stage and the other Nash in the
second stage, the player whose preferred equilibrium is played in the �rst
stage can deviate from it to signal the intention to play it in the second
stage.

For complete agreements, instead, the equivalence between self-
enforceability under priority to the agreement and self-enforceability under
priority to rationality does not hold.
As the �rst example of Section 2 shows, also a Nash, non subgame-

perfect equilibrium can be a self-enforcing agreement, under both priority
assumptions. One would hope that for a SPE this is always the case.
When the epistemic priority falls on the agreement, a SPE in pure

strategies is actually self-enforcing.

Proposition 5 Consider a SPE s 2 S of a game with observable actions
and no relevant ties. The agreement e = (ei)i2I such that for every i 2 I
and h 2 H, ei(h) = si(h) is self-enforcing under priority to the agreement.

Proof: By observable actions, for every history h 2 H I can de�ne
the subgame �(h). Then, by subgame perfection and no relevant ties, for
every i 2 I, si is the sole strategy such that for every h 2 H, sijh is a
best reply to s�ijh. Hence, for every i 2 I and �i 2 �ei , �i(�i) = [si] :=
fs0i 2 Si : 8h 2 H(si); s0i(h) = si(h)g. Thus, for every i 2 I; S1i;�e = [si]

and the set of CPS that strongly believe S1�i;�e is a superset of �ei , which
implies S2i;�e = [si]. By induction, S1i;�e = [si]. I can conclude that the
agreement corresponding to s is self-enforcing. �
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Battigalli and Friedenberg [9] provide a game without observable ac-
tions where a SPE outcome is not delivered by any extensive form best
response set (see next section) and this implies that it cannot be delivered
by strong-delta-rationalizability.

When the epistemic priority falls on rationality, instead, not all SPE
in pure strategies are self-enforcing agreements. It is well known that
some SPE outcomes are not strongly rationalizable;19 hence there is no
hope that the SPE passes the selective rationalizability test. Still, even for
SPE whose outcomes are strongly rationalizable, the issue remains subtle.
Taking exactly the equilibrium strategies may imply to deem an agreement
not credible only because none of a player�s best rationalizable actions at
some o¤-the-path information set matches the equilibrium one. Even in a
perfect information game like the centipede, the agreement corresponding
to the sole SPE is not credible, because among the strongly rationalizable
strategy pro�les, despite inducing the SPE outcome, there is not the SPE
one (see [38]). Hence it is more appropriate to tackle the problem through
the alternative perspective: which SPE outcomes can be enforced by some
agreement? This issue will be addressed in the next paragraph about
enforceability.

4.2 Enforceability

Taking the opposite, implementation perspective, which outcomes of the
game can the players hope to achieve through some agreement? Given a
set of desirable outcomes, I say that it is enforceable if for some agreement
the appriopriate rationalizability procedure delivers a non-empty subset
of it.

De�nition 11 (Enforceability) Consider a set of outcomes P � Z.
The set is enforceable if there exists an agreement e = (ei)i2I such that
; 6= �(S1e ) � P .
19Consider for instance the battle of sexes with an outside option: at the root of the

game the man has the chance to take an outside option that gives him an intermediate
payo¤ with respect to the coordination payo¤s of the BoS, or he can go to play the
BoS. The SPE where the man takes the option and the woman would play her preferred
activity in the subgame is not strongly rationalizable. A rational man renouncing to
the option will play his preferred activity in the subgame, a woman who believes in his
rationality will then reply with his preferred activity too and a man who believes that
the woman believes in his rationality will then renounce to the option.
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When the epistemic priority falls on the agreement, the candidates for
enforceability are the sets of outcomes for which there exists an extensive
form best response set [9] (henceforth EFBRS) delivering a subset of them.
EFBRS are de�ned by Battigalli and Friedenberg for the 2-players case and
they are shown to be delivered by strong-delta-rationalizability for some
restrictions, while strong-delta-rationalizability always delivers an EFBRS.
The concept and the result are extended to the N-players, incomplete
information case by Battigalli and Prestipino [10]. Here I present a simpler
version of the two for the framework here.

De�nition 12 (EFBRS) An extensive form best response set is a carte-
sian subset of strategy pro�les Q =

Q
i2I
Qi � S such that for every i 2 I

and si 2 Qi there exists �i 2 �H(S�i) such that:

1. si 2 �i(�i);

2. �i strongly believes Q�i (8h 2 H, Q�i
T
S�i(h) 6= ; =) �i(Q�ijh) =

1);

3. �i(�i) � Qi.

Proposition 6 Consider a cartesian subset of strategy pro�les Q =
Q
i2I
Qi �

S. The following are equivalent:

1. Q is an EFBRS;

2. Q = S1� for some �rst-order belief restrictions (�i)i2I .

Now I can claim the following:

Proposition 7 A set of outcomes P � Z is enforceable only if there exists
an EFBRS Q such that �(Q) � P .

Proof. Combine the previous proposition and de�nitions. �

Though, the condition is not su¢ cient. The reason is that the �rst-
order belief restrictions delivering the EFBRS could not derive from any
agreement. First, it has to be ensured that the restrictions just exclude
subsets of opponents pure strategies. Moreover, even when this is the case
but players are more than 2, it has to be ensured that for any two players
such restrictions exclude for both the same beliefs about a third player�s
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behavior. Unfortunately, this is not always true for a generic EFBRS. The
following game is taken from Greenberg, Gupta and Luo [27].

1
L1 . & R1

(1; 1; 1;�1) 2
L2 . & R2

(2; 2; 2; 0) 3
L3 . & R3

(0; 3; 3; 0) 4
L4 . & R4

(0; 4; 4; 1) (0; 0; 0; 1)

((R1; L2; R3; L4); (R1; L2; R3; R4)) is an EFBRS. Indeed it is delivered
by strong-delta-rationalizability where the restrictions impose to player 1
the belief that 2 will play L2, to 2 the belief that 3 will play R3 and 4
will play R4 and to 3 the belief that 4 will play L4. But these restrictions
cannot come from an agreement because 2 and 3 have discordant ideas
about how 4 will play. Indeed, according to the authors, the outcome
of such EFBRS is reachable through an agreement that involves only the
�rst two players.20 For simplicity, the notion of agreement employed in
this paper does not allow the exclusion of a subset of players from the
agreement itself. Yet, also this case can be analyzed with the methodology
proposed here.

What about enforceability when epistemic priority falls on rational-
ity? Di¤erently from self-enforceability, the possibility of enforcing a set
of outcomes when the priority is on rationality is strictly limited by its
enforceability in the priority to the agreement case.

Proposition 8 If a set of outcomes is enforceable under priority to ratio-
nality, it is enforceable also under priority to the agreement.

Proof. Consider a set P � Z that is enforced by e = (ei)i2I under
priority to rationality. Consider the reduction procedure (eSn)M+N

n=0 :=
(S0; :::; SM ; S1R�e ; :::; SNR�e), where M is the smallest n such that Sn =
Sn+1 and M is the smallest m such that SmR�e = Sm+1R�e . For every i 2
20Also [41] deals with agreements among a subset of players in another non forward

induction setting.
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I and h 2 H, de�ne mi(h) := max
n
n = 0; :::;M +N : eSni (h) 6= ;o and

e0i : H � Ai in such a way that ai 2 e0i(h) if and only if ai 2 ei(h)

and there exists si 2 eSmi(h)
i (h) such that si(h) = ai. Then, for every

�i 2 �e
0

i , �i 2 �ei and strongly believes (eSn�i)M+N
n=0 , so that S1

�e0 = S
1
R�e

and S1
�e0 = S

1
�e0 . Hence, �(S

1
R�e) is enforced by e0 = (e0i)i2I under priority

to the agreement, a fortiori for P � �(S1R�e). �

That is, if a set of outcomes is enforced by an agreement under priority
to rationality, it is possible to enforce it also under priority to the agree-
ment at least through a di¤erent agreement that imposes the conjectures
allowed by selective rationalizability after convergence.

Speaking of single outcomes, one should �rst check if the corresponding
path agreement is self-enforcing. If this is not the case, enforceability by
loosening restrictions must be excluded.21

Theorem 3 Consider an outcome z 2 Z and the corresponding path
agreement e = (ei)i2I . If z is enforced by some agreement e0 = (e0i)i2I
such that for every i 2 I and h 2 H, ei(h) � e0i(h), then e = (ei)i2I is
self-enforcing.

Thus, if players want to realize a given outcome of the game, without
willing or trusting the possibility to threaten in advance any sort of punish-
ment in case of deviation, they cannot do any better than agreeing on the
path. This is kind of small "revelation principle" for agreements design:
leaving some mystery about on-the-path moves cannot be of any help for
the goal. The negative side of it is that if the path is not self-enforcing,
then o¤-the-path restrictions are necessary.
Allowing for o¤-the-path restrictions, which outcomes can be enforced

by some agreement? An agreement can deliver a non subgame perfect
Nash outcome, as the �rst example of Section 2 shows. Being a pure Nash
outcome is a necessary condition under priority to the agreement, a fortiori
under priority to rationality.

Proposition 9 Consider an outcome z 2 Z. If it is enforceable, then
there exists a Nash equilibrium s 2 S such that �(s) = fzg.

Proof. Take an agreement e = (ei)i2I that enforces z. For every
i 2 I, take a si 2 S1i;�e such that for every h 2 H, si(h) 2 ei(h). Notice
21For agreements allowing multiple outcomes, this is not always true.
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that si is a strategic-form best reply to s�i, otherwise there would exist a
�i 2 �ei that strongly believes (Sn�i;�e)n�0 such that �i(s�ijh0) = 1 and
s0i 2 �i(�i) such that �((s0i; s�i)) 6= z. �

The condition is not su¢ cient: the game above provides an example
of a Nash outcome that cannot be enforced by any agreement.
Moving to SPE outcomes, if priority is on the agreement by proposi-

tion 5 the corresponding agreement is self-enforcing, hence the outcome is
enforceable. As already pointed out, this is not always the case when the
priority falls on rationality. If the outcome is not delivered by strongly
rationalizable strategies, there is no hope to enforce it. If it is, one must
still check that some pro�le of strongly rationalizable strategies (as already
argued, possibly di¤erent than the SPE itself) that delivers the outcome
constitutes a Nash equilibrium of the game. Agreeing on the actions pre-
scribed by those strategies will enforce the desired SPE outcome.
At this point, one may wonder whether enforceable SPE outcomes exist

in every game when epistemic priority falls on rationality. This is clearly
false even under priority on the agreement if one considers the fact that a
game could feature only SPE in mixed strategies: the de�nition of agree-
ment does not allow to agree on mixed actions and agreeing on the whole
support does not guarantee self-enforceability. But allowing as an exercise
to consider mixed strategies, the question acquires a wider interest that
goes beyond the agreement problem: is there always the support of a SPE
outcome distribution among strongly rationalizable outcomes? A positive
answer would reconcile the two main approaches to solution concepts in
dynamic games, backward induction and forward induction. The following
theorem states that it is actually so22 for the wide class of games with ob-
servable actions:23 subgame perfection and strong rationalizability never
give completely disjoint predictions.

Theorem 4 Consider the set of strongly rationalizable strategy pro�les
S1. There exists a SPE � 2 �(S) and an equilibrium e� 2 �(S1) such
that for every z 2 Z, �(S(z)) = e�(S(z)).
22And these outcomes are all induced by reciprocal best replies, an important feature

if one wants to go on proving enforceability with mixed actions.
23Probably it is possible to extend such class to all extensive form games with perfect

recall.
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5 Conclusions and further research

Pre-play non-binding agreements are widespread in the economic litera-
ture, but few papers addressed explicitely the issue of their credibility.
In dynamic games, the evaluation of a pre-play non-binding agreement
is much more controversial than in static games,24 especially when the
agreement is only partial. The reason is that forward induction reasoning,
based not just on beliefs about rationality but also on beliefs about the
compliance with the agreement itself and the interaction of the two, may
allow a deviator to re-coordinate (without any explicit renegotiation!) with
opponents on a more favorable subpath. With this motivation, Osborne
[36] re�nes subgame perfection with forward induction reasoning consid-
erations that can arise precisely from a pre-play non-binding agreement.
Yet, the re�nement applies only to a very small class of games (�nitely re-
peated pure coordination games) and the justifying epistemic assumptions
are not explicit (see Section 4). Greenberg, Gupta and Luo [27], instead,
introduce the interesting concept of path agreement for a generic dynamic
game. Yet, the credibility of such agreements is analyzed through a novel
solution concept that does not capture forward induction reasoning and
whose justifying epistemic assumptions are unknown.
Non-binding agreements can a¤ect the behavior of players only through

the beliefs they are able to induce in their minds. Therefore, the solution
concepts used for their analysis must derive from clear assumptions about
the initial beliefs that the agreement may induce, the way players up-
date them as the game unfolds and their interaction with the beliefs in
rationality of all orders. Whether players give priority to beliefs in the
agreement or to beliefs in rationality when the two are at odds is a key
issue. For the �rst case, the appropriate tool for the analysis, strong-
delta-rationalizability ([7], [10]), already existed in the literature. For the
second case, a novel solution concept, selective rationalizability (a re�ne-
ment with �rst-order-belief restrictions of strong rationalizability [11]), has
been developed and epistemically characterized in [20].
The paper uses these tools to develop a rigorous methodology for the

evaluation of self-enforceability of agreements and enforceability of out-
comes (through agreements). When players want to implement a certain
outcome of the game, the simplest thing they can do is to reach the corre-
sponding path agreement. Other than for their simplicity, path agreements

24Although also in static games the identi�cation of self-enforcing agreements with
Nash equilibria has been questioned by Aumann ([2]).
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are particularly appealing for a more sophisticated reason: their credibility
and self-enforceability are robust to the epistemic priority assumption, so
that players (and the analyst) do not need to �gure out what is the correct
one to evaluate them. Unfortunately, limitations to the self-enforceability
of path agreements apply. Only SPE, strongly rationalizable [11] paths
can be self-enforcing, but some of them are not even credible: the class of
equilibrium paths that can be upset by a convincing deviation introduced
by Osborne [36] is an example. If the agreement corresponding to the
desired outcome is not self-enforcing, players have to come up with a dif-
ferent agreement to enforce it. In the view that parsimonious agreements
are preferrable and more likely to be believed in practise, one may won-
der whether removing some on-the-path restrictions can be of any help
for the goal. This is not the case: a sort of "revelation principle" for
agreements says that if players are not willing to believe in o¤-the-path
restriction, they cannot do any better than just declaring the outcome
they want to implement. Putting o¤-the-path restrictions, instead, also
non subgame perfect Nash outcomes could be enforced. The set of enforce-
able outcomes is bigger when the epistemic priority falls on the agreement
and it is contained in the set of Nash outcomes. Pure SPE outcomes are
all enforceable when the epistemic priority falls on the agreement: the
corresponding complete agreement is self-enforcing. Under priority to ra-
tionality, being a pure SPE outcome is not su¢ cient for enforceability,
although some non subgame perfect Nash outcomes still are. Thus, the
conclusions can depart substantially from what the equilibrium re�nement
tradition suggests. The search for enforceable SPE outcomes under prior-
ity to rationality brings to a result of autonomous interest: in every game
with observable actions, among strongly rationalizable outcomes there is
always the support of a SPE outcome distribution. That is, backward
induction and forward induction (as captured by strong rationalizability)
never give disjoint predictions.

Although the tools of the analysis can be applied to dynamic games
with incomplete information, the focus of the paper has been kept on
complete information for interpretative and notational easiness. Yet, in
an incomplete information environment, players reaching an agreement at
the interim stage may discuss their types in the bargaining process or not.
In the �rst case, �rst-order-beliefs restrictions could be extended to payo¤-
relevant types. In the second case, what the agreement suggests about
opponents types would be embodied in the rationalizability procedure.
However, in both cases, the analysis could be easily extended to games
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with incomplete information.25

The methodology can instead be already applied to games with in�-
nite horizon and I conjecture that the results of the paper would keep
on holding. The paper has focused on games with �nite horizon because
the epistemic characterization of strong-delta-rationalizability in the in-
�nite horizon case is still under development. Results would interest-
ingly change, instead, by extending the analysis to psychological games
[8]. Belief-dependent payo¤s, like in the case of guilt-averse players, could
sustain the self-enforceability a wider range of agreements. Other psy-
chological considerations could motivate formally the preference for path
agreements, which do not involve the discussion of what to do in case
someone defects.

Moreover, there are two complementary issues, already investigated in
the literature, to which this analysis could be pro�tably connected. The
�rst is the pre-play bargaining issue. The paper proposes which the credi-
ble agreements and enforceable outcomes are. How will players ultimately
choose among them? Welfare considerations26 and a theory of bargaining
could re�ne the answer. Dufwenberg, Servátka and Vadovic [24] propose
an interesting approach to the pre-play bargaining issue. Miller and Wat-
son [34], instead, analyze a problem of bargaining between players who
can reach an agreement at every stage of a repeated game. When players
can communicate during the game, the second issue is the renegotiation
proofness [25] one. Past moves and consequent forward induction consid-
erations could in�uence the bargaining power of players in renegotiation.

Finally, the tools and results developed in the paper can be applied
to a wide range of economic problems. For instance, the macroeconomic
problem of commitment about the taxation of capital (see, for instance, [3])
poses the credibility issue investigated here: government promises about
future taxation are not binding. To provide an example of application, the
appendix exploits an existing work by Gossner [27] in the literature about
incomplete codes.

25Strong-delta-rationalizability has already been de�ned for incomplete information
games. Selective rationalizability can be extended in the same way.
26Welfare opportunities may be wider for less sophisticated players. This is another

issue that is worth being explored.
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6 Appendix

6.1 An application

Gossner [26] studies the credibility of incomplete codes. The most typical
incomplete code coincides with a path agreement. Gossner provides a
de�nition of "credible" incomplete code that for a path agreement case can
be stated as follows: in every subgame that follows a unilateral deviation
from the path every SPE does not provide an incentive to actually deviate.
This ends up being a su¢ cient condition for the credibility of the path
agreement in the epistemically founded sense of this work. This result
cannot be directly applied to the case in Gossner because he deals with
games with in�nite horizon. However, it is reasonable to conjecture that
an extension to games with in�nite horizon of the analytic tools employed
here would provide the same conclusion. Moreover, the result applies to
the di¤erent but interesting case of codes in a game with �nite horizon.

Theorem 5 Consider a path z 2 Z such that for every h that follows a
unilateral deviation by a player l 2 I and every SPE of �(h) �h, ul(z) �P
sh2supp�h

�h(sh)ul(�(h; s
h(h); sh(h; sh(h)); :::). The corresponding path agree-

ment is credible.

Gossner treats such incomplete codes as self-enforcing. Yet, it has to be
noticed that in the sense of this paper, self-enforceability is not guaranteed.
Consider the following simple counterexample. Player 1 can Comply with
the rules or Break them. If she breaks them, her lawyer and the prosecutor
play a game with two strategies each.

1 � � B� ! 2=3 L R
C # U (3; 3; 0) (0; 0; 3)
(2; �; �) D (0; 0; 3) (3; 3; 0)

In the only equilibrium of this subgame all strategies are equally likely
and the SPE of the whole game induces player 1 to comply with the rules.
Indeed, the code that prescribes to player 1 to comply is credible. Yet it
is not self-enforcing. Player 1 could be convinced that the lawyer will play
U and the prosecutor L. In this case, she would deviate from the path.
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6.2 Formal analysis of Section 2

Formal analysis of example 1 in Section 2.

P1nP2 M R P1nP2 N O
M (5; 5) �� � �� � ! A (2; 0) (1; 4)
R (0; 0) (4; 4) S (0; 8) (2; 6)

Agreement:
e1(h

0) = fMg ; e1((M;R)) = fAg ; e2(h0) = fMg ; e2((M;R)) = fNg.

First-order-belief restrictions:
�e1 =

�
�1 2 �H(S2) : �1((M:N)jh0) = 1; �1(R:N j(M;R)) = 1

	
;

�e2 =
�
�2 2 �H(S1) : �2((M:A)jh0) = 1; �2(M:Aj(M;R)) = 1

	
.

Notice that the two sets are singletons.

Strong-delta-rationalizability:
S11;�e = fM:Ag ; S12;�e = fM:N;M:Og ; S11;�e = fM:Ag ; S12;�e =

fM:N;M:Og.
The sequential best replies of player 2 do not reach (M;R); hence, at

the second step, player 1 is still allowed to believe in R:N after (M;R) and
the procedure already comes to convergence. Strong-delta-rationalizable
strategies comply with the agreement at the reached information sets. The
agreement is self-enforcing under priority to the agreement.

Strong rationalizability:
S11 = fM:A;M:S;R:A;R:Sg ; S12 = fM:N;M:O;R:N;R:Og;
S11 = fM:A;M:S;R:A;R:Sg ; S12 = fM:N;M:O;R:N;R:Og.

Selective rationalizability:
S11;R�e = fM:Ag ; S12;R�e = fM:N;M:Og ; S11;R�e = fM:Ag ; S12;R�e =

fM:N;M:Og.
The procedure is equivalent to strong-delta-rationalizability, because

all strategies are strongly rationalizable, hence requirement 3 has no bite.

Formal analysis of example 2 in Section 2.
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AnB C D P
C 5; 5 2; 6 0; 2
D 6; 2 3; 3 0; 2
P 2; 0 2; 0 1; 1

Agreement:
ei(h

0) = fCg ; ei((C;C)) = fDg ; ei(h) = fC;D;Pg 8h 6= h0; (C;C),
i = A;B;

First-order-belief restrictions:
�ei =

�
�i 2 �H(S�i) : �i(S�i((C;C); (D;D)))jh0) = 1

	
, i = A;B.

Conjectures at (C;C) are restricted in the right way by Bayes rule.

Strong-delta-rationalizability:

S1i;�e =
�
si 2 Si : si((si(h0); C)) = D;

si((si(h
0); D)) 6= C 6= si((si(h0); P ))

	
;

i.e. it is worth deviating in the �rst stage only if after the expected C by
the opponent no P is expected, hence D is played and there is no incentive
to cooperate in the second stage;

S2i;�e =
�
si 2 S1i;�e : si(h

0) 6= P;
si(h

0) = C ) si((C;D)) = si((C;P )) = D
	
;

i.e. there is no incentive to punish in the �rst stage since this cannot induce
the opponent to cooperate in the second and after cooperating there is no
incentive to punish;
S3i;�e =

�
si 2 S2i;�e : si(h

0) = D
	
, i.e. there is no incentive to cooper-

ate in the �rst stage since defecting will not trigger the punishment;
S4i;�e = ;, i.e. the agreement is not credible.

Selective rationalizability:
S1i;R�e =

�
si 2 S1i;�e : si(h

0) 6= P
	
, i.e. the intersection of S1i;�e and

S1i : since no rational strategy of the opponent prescribes to cooperate in
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the second stage, punishing in the �rst stage cannot induce cooperation
in the second;27

S2i;R�e =
�
si 2 S1i;R�e : si(h

0) = C ) si(C;D)) = D
	
, i.e. after coop-

erating against a defection, there is no incentive to punish (but notice that
it is not a subset of S2i;�e because having already excluded punishment in
the �rst stage, after cooperation and punishment there is no constraint to
expect defection);
S3i;R�e =

�
si 2 S2i;R�e : si(h

0) = D
	
, i.e. there is no incentive to co-

operate in the �rst stage since defecting will not trigger the punishment;
S4i;R�e = ;, i.e. the agreement is not credible, as expected from theo-

rem 1.

6.3 Proofs of the theorems

The proofs of the theorems are based on some common lemmata about
strategic reasoning, in the way it is captured by strong-delta-rationalizability
and selective rationalizability. Recall that strong rationalizability can be
seen as a special case of strong-delta-rationalizability without actual re-
strictions.

Additional notation:

� � always denotes a CPS and the letter h always denotes a history;

� the superscript h indicates that the object refers to the subgame
�(h);

� for bh % h (and bH such that for every eh 2 bH, eh % bh):
� shi =

bh sbhi (shi = bH s
bh
i ) means that for every eh % bh (eh 2 bH),

shi (
eh) = sbhi (eh);

� �hi =
bh �bhi (�hi = bH �

bh
i ) means that for every eh % bh, there

exist a partition of supp�hi (�jeh) (eSh;k�i )k=1;:::;N and a partition

27The other strategies in S1i;�e are instead strongly rationalizable. The plan of action
of the pure SPE featuring coordination is sequential best reply to the conjecture that the
opponent will do the same and, after observing a deviation, is instead playing a sequence
of Nash actions (and sequences of Nash actions are obviously strongly rationalizable,
which justi�es also the strong rationalizability of the other strategies).
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of supp�bhi (�jeh) (eSbh;k�i )k=1;:::;N such that for every k = 1; :::; N ,

sh�i 2 eSh;k�i and sbh�i 2 eSbh;k�i , sh�i =bh sbh�i (sh�i = bH s
bh
�i) and

�hi (
eSh;k�i jeh) = �bhi (eSbh;k�i jeh);

� �hi =
bh e�bh�i (�hi = bH e�bh�i) means that there exist a partition of

supp�hi (�jbh) (eSh;k�i )k=1;:::;N and a partition of suppe�bh�i
(eSbh;k�i )k=1;:::;N such that for every k = 1; :::; N , sh�i 2 eSh;k�i
and sbh�i 2 eSbh;k�i , sh�i =bh sbh�i (sh�i = bH s

bh
�i) and �

h
i (
eSh;k�i jbh) =e�bh�i(eSbh;k�i jbh); for �bh = bH e�bh see �hi = bH e�bh�i substituting �hi (�jbh)

with �bh(�);
� I denote by �ijeSi the conditional on eSi of the distribution �i over
Si; by �ijh the �hi 2 �(Shi ) such that for every s

h
i 2 Shi , if h 2

H(supp�hi ), �
h
i (s

h
i ) = �i(eSi)=�i(Si(h)), where eSi is the set of si 2

Si(h) such that si =h shi , otherwise �
h
i (s

h
i ) = �i(

eSi) where eSi is the
set of si 2 Si such that si =h shi ;

� ri(��i) is the set of strategic-form best replies to ��i 2 �(S�i);

� Dl(S
h
) is the set of histories that follow a unilateral deviation by

player l from H(S
h
), i.e. the set of histories (h;ea1; :::;eat) � h such

that there exists al 6= eal such that (h;ea1; :::; (al;eat�l)) 2 H(Sh);
� the depth of �(h) is the lenght T of the longest (a1; :::; aT ) 2 Zh.

� �;h : Sh ! Z is the function that associates to each sh 2 Sh the
path z = (h; sh(h); sh(h; sh(h)); :::) 2 Z.

Fix a h 2 H. For every i 2 I, consider a reduction procedure (Shi;n)n�0
such that Shi;0 = Shi and for every n � 1, shi 2 Shi;n only if there ex-
ists �hi that strongly believes S

h
�i;n�1; :::; S

h
�i;0 such that s

h
i 2 �i(�

h
i ).

This encompasses not just strong-delta-rationalizability but also selective
rationalizability, setting (Sh

0

i;n)n�0 := ((S1i ; :::; S
M
i ); (S

m
i;R�e)m�1), where

(Smi )m�0 is strong rationalizability and M is the smallest step such that
SM+1 = SM .

The �rst lemma claims that a player who is surprised by history bh
can reach it whatever she conjectures about opponents�behavior after bh
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and, as a consequence, can play any sequential best reply after history bh
whatever she planned to play otherwise.

Lemma 1 Consider a player i, a history bh, a step n and a �i that strongly
believes (Sh�i;q)

n�1
q=0 such that �

h
i (S

h
�i(
bh)jp(bh)) = 0 and �i(�hi )TShi (bh) 6= ;.

Then:

1. for every �bhi that strongly believes (Sh�i;q(bh)jbh)n�1q=0 , there exists e�hi =bh
�
bh
i that strongly believes (S

h
�i;q)

n�1
q=0 such that for every eh 6% bh, e�hi (�jeh) =

�hi (�jeh);
2. for every sbhi 2 �i(�bhi ) and shi 2 �i(�hi )TShi (bh), there exists eshi 2
�i(e�hi ) such that eshi =bh sbhi and for every eh 6% bh, eshi (eh) = shi (eh).

Proof.

1. For every sbh�i 2 S
bh
�i, call m(s

bh
�i) the biggest m < n such that

s
bh
�i 2 Sh�i;m(

bh)jbh and take a sh�i(sbh�i) 2 Sh
�i;m(sbh�i)(

bh) such that
sh�i(s

bh
�i) =

bh sbh�i. Take a candidate CPS e�hi such that for everyeh 6% bh, e�hi (�jeh) = �hi (�jeh) and for every eh % bh and sbh�i 2 S
bh
�i,e�hi (sh�i(sbh�i)jeh) = �

bh
i (s

bh
�ijeh). It is a CPS because from p(bh) to bh

Bayes rule cannot be applied and it is true that e�hi =bh �bhi . More-
over, e�hi strongly believes (Sh�i;q)n�1q=0 by construction.

2. Take any sbhi 2 �i(�bhi ), shi 2 �i(�hi ) and the eshi =bh sbhi such that for
every eh 6% bh, eshi (eh) = shi (eh). I have to check that eshi 2 �i(e�hi ). For
every eh 6% bh; eh 2 H(eshi ) and sh�i 62 Sh�i(bh), �(shi ; sh�i) = �(eshi ; sh�i);
moreover �hi (S

h
�i(
bh)jeh) = 0, so eshi respects the de�nition of sequen-

tial best reply to �hi at eh, but then also to e�hi because e�hi (�jeh) =
�hi (�jeh). For every sh�i 2 Sh�i(

bh), �;bh(sbhi ; (sh�ijbh)) = �;h(eshi ; sh�i),
hence eshi jbh respects the de�nition of sequential best reply to �bhi at
every eh % bh, but then also eshi to e�hi because e�hi =bh �bhi . �

The second lemma claims that if a player abandons the paths of an
EFBRS (also amending the maximality requirement 3) whenever she has
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a given conjecture that strongly believes those paths, then there is a uni-
lateral deviation from those paths that she takes whatever she conjectures
thereafter. The reason is that she can expect the opponents to be sur-
prised by the deviation, hence they could react in any way (see previous
lemma).

Lemma 2 Take a history h, a cartesian set S
h � Sh, a player l, a step

n and a (uncorrelated)28 �hl that strongly believes S
h

�l such that:

1. for every i 6= l and (uncorrelated) �hi that strongly believes (Sh�i;q)n�1q=0

and eSh�i := nesh�i 2 Sh�i : 9sh�i 2 Sh�i; esh�i =H(Sh) sh�io, �i(�hi ) �
Shi;n;

2. for every i 2 I and shi 2 S
h

i there exist a s
h
i (s

h
i ) =

H(S
h
) shi and a

(uncorrelated) �hi (s
h
i ) that strongly believes (S

h
�i;q)

n�1
q=0 and eSh�i such

that shi (s
h
i ) 2 �i(�hi (shi ));

3. for every (uncorrelated) �hl =
H(S

h
) �hl that strongly believes (S

h
�l;q)

n
q=0,

�l(�
h
l )
T
Shl nShl (Dl(S

h
)) = ;;

Then, there exists bh 2 Dl(Sh) such that for every (uncorrelated) �bhl
that strongly believes (Sh�l;q(bh)jbh)nq=0, there exists (uncorrelated) �hl =H(Sh)
�hl that strongly believes (S

h
�l;q)

n
q=0 such that �

h
l =

bh �bhl and �l(�hl )TShl (bh) 6=
;.

Proof.
The proof is the same for both the correlated and uncorrelated case.
Suppose by contraposition that such bh does not exist. I show that

under assumptions 1 and 2, assumption 3 is violated. For every bh 2
Dl(S

h
) take a �bhl that strongly believes (Sh�l;q(bh)jbh)nq=0 such that for

every �hl =
H(S

h
) �hl that strongly believes (S

h
�l;q)

n
q=0 such that �

h
l =

bh �bhl ,
�l(�

h
l )
T
Shl (
bh) = ;. For every i 6= l, let Fi be the set of all functions

' : bh 2 Dl(S
h
) 7! s

bh
i 2 projisupp�

bh
l (�jbh). For every shi 2 S

h

i and

28 i.e., for every eh % h, �hi (�jeh) = Q
j 6=i

margShj
�hi (�jeh).
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' 2 Fi, let shi (s
h
i ; ') be the strategy such that for every bh 2 Dl(S

h
),

shi (s
h
i ; ') =

bh '(bh) and shi (shi ; ')(�) = shi (shi )(�) elsewhere. Order arbitrar-
ily the elements of Dl(S

h
)
T
H(shi ) as bh1; :::;bhN . Set k = 1, �h;1i := �hi (s

h
i )

and sh;1i := shi (s
h
i ).

Recursive step (k).
Take a �bhki that strongly believes (Sh�i;q(bhk)jbhk)n�1q=0 such that '(bhk) 2

�i(�
bhk
i ). Since �

h;k
i strongly believes eSh�i, �h;ki (Sh�i(

bhk)jp(bhk)) = 0. Then,
by lemma 1, there exist e�hi =bh �bhki that strongly believes (Sh�i;q)

n�1
q=0 such

that for every eh 6% bh, e�hi (�jeh) = �h;ki (�jeh), and eshi 2 �i(e�hi ) such thateshi =bh '(bhk) and for every eh 6% bhk, eshi (eh) = sh;ki (eh). Set �h;k+1i := e�hi
and sh;k+1i := eshi ; if k < N , run the recursive step again increasing k by
1, if k = N , observe that by assumption 1 si(shi ; ') = s

N+1
i 2 Sni;h.

Clearly, using all the shi (s
h
i ; '), one can build a �

h
l =

H(S
h
) �hl that

strongly believes (Sh�l;q)
n
q=0 such that for every bh 2 Dl(Sh), �hl =bh �bhl . By

the contrapositive hypothesis, �l(�
h
l )
T
Shl (Dl(S

h
)) = ;, hence assumption

3 is violated. �

Proofs of theorems 1 and 3 are applications of the following lemma,
where (Sne )n�0 can represent either strong-delta-rationalizability or selec-
tive rationalizability (in the shape above). The lemma is based on the
idea that if in a procedure a player wants to deviate from the paths of
an EFBRS, in another procedure where the same paths survive also the
deviation should have survived (when in both cases the restrictions allow
to believe in those paths and o¤-the-paths there are no restrictions).

Lemma 3 Consider a path z 2 Z, the corresponding path agreement e1 =
(e1i )i2I and an agreement e

2 = (e2i )i2I such that for every i 2 I and h 2 H,
e2i (h) � e1i (h). Then �(S1e2 ) � �(S1e1 ) and if �(S1e2 ) = z, �(S1e1 ) = z.

Proof.
I show that �(S1e2 ) � �(S1e1 ). When �(S1e2 ) = z, the same proof can be

employed to show that �(S1e2 ) � �(S1e1 ) and so �(S1e1 ) = z.
The proof is recursive. Suppose that �(S1e1 ) 6= ;, otherwise it is auto-

matically true.
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Initialization. Set k = 1, h1 = h2 = h0, (S1n)n�0 and S
1
1 as (Sne2)n�0

and S1e2 , and (S
2
n)n�0 and S

2
1 as (Sne1)n�0 and S

1
e1 (notice the inversion

of 1 and 2!).

Recursive step (k): �;h
k+1

(Sk+11 ) � �;h
k

(Sk1).
The proof is inductive. For every i 2 I, call

eShk+1�i :=
neshk+1�i 2 Sh

k+1

�i : 9sh
k+1

�i 2 Sh
k+1

�i;1; eshk+1�i =H(S
k+1
1 ) sh

k+1

�i

o
and e�k+1i;n�1 the set of �

hk+1

i that strongly believe (Sk�i;q(h
k+1)jhk+1))n�1q=0

and eShk+1�i . Notice that:

8i 2 I;8n > 0;8�h
k+1

i 2 e�k+1i;n�1; �i(�
hk+1

i ) � Ski;n(hk+1)jhk+1; (C1)

by the absence of o¤-the-path restrictions and, for k > 1, by construction
(consider C2 and C3 for k � 1). So, it is enough to prove the following.

Inductive hypothesis (n).

8i 2 I;8sh
k+1

i 2 Sk+1i;1 ;9�h
k+1

i 2 e�k+1i;n�1; �i(�
hk+1

i ) 3 sh
k+1

i =H(S
k+1
1 ) sh

k+1

i .

Basis step (1): Sk�i;0(h
k+1)jhk+1 = Shk+1�i and Sk+11 is an EFBRS.

Inductive step (n+1).
Setting hk+1 as h and Sk+11 as S

h
, assumption 2 of lemma 2 holds

by the inductive hypothesis. Assumption 1 holds by C1. Suppose by
contradiction that the inductive hypothesis fails at n+1 for some l 2 I and
sk+1l 2 Sk+1l;1 . Then also assumption 3 must hold for �

hk+1

l = �h
k+1

l (sk+1l ).

Hence there exists hk+2 2 Dl(Sk+11 ) such that, calling �h
k+2

l;n the set of

�h
k+2

l that strongly believe (Sk�l;q(h
k+2)jhk+2)nq=0,

8�h
k+2

l 2 �h
k+2

l;n ;9�h
k+1

l 2 e�k+1l;n ;

�h
k+1

l =h
k+2

�h
k+2

l ; �l(�
hk+1

l )
T
Sh

k

l (h
k+2) 6= ;. (C2)

Moreover, for every i 6= l, by the inductive hypothesis there exists
�h

k+1

i 2 e�k+1i;n�1 such that �i(�
hk+1

i )
T
Sh

k+1

i (hk+2) 6= ;. Hence, by lemma
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1,

8i 6= l;8�h
k+2

i 2 �h
k+2

i;n�1;9�h
k+1

i 2 e�k+1i;n�1;

�h
k+1

i =h
k+2

�h
k+2

i ; �i(�
hk+1

i )
T
Sh

k

i (h
k+2) 6= ;. (C3)

De�ne the sequence

(Sk+2i;m )m�0 := (S
k
i;0(h

k+2)jhk+2; :::; Ski;n(hk+2)jhk+2); (Sk+2i;q )q>n)

such that for every q > n, sh
k+2

i 2 Sk+2i;q if and only if there exists a �h
k+2

i

that strongly believes (Sk+2�i;m)
q�1
m=0 such that s

hk+2

i 2 �i(�h
k+2

i ). For every
q 2 N, Sk+2i;q 6= ;, by the absence of o¤-the-path restrictions and because by
C2 and C3 Sk+2i;n � Sk+2i;n+1, so that (S

k+2
i;m )m�0 is a reduction procedure. Set

Sk+21 :=
T
n2N

Sk+2n : my claim is that then �;h
k+2

(Sk+21 ) � �;h
k+1

(Sk+11 ), a

contradiction. Run the recursive step increasing k by 1 to show it.
The iterations must stop at some point because �(hk+1) becomes less

and less deep, until it becomes of depth 1, hence hk+2 cannot exist and
the contradiction cannot hold. �

Proof of theorem 1.
The lemma can be applied for e1 = e2 = e, so that both inclusions

hold. �

Proof of theorem 3.
The lemma can be applied for e2 := e0 and e1 := e. �

The lemma has also an interesting corollary about the relationship
between strong-rationalizabillity and strong-delta rationalizability. The
latter does not in general deliver a subset of the former, in terms of strat-
egy pro�les. Yet, it delivers a subset of outcomes when there are no
o¤-the-path restrictions with respect to a chosen path. Thus there exists
a monotonicity with respect to path restrictions in terms of outcomes.

Corollary 6 Consider a path agreement e = (ei)ieI . It holds S1�e � S1.

Proof. Set e2 := e; seeing strong rationalizability as strong-delta-
rationalizability when delta restrictions arise from a silent agreement (e1),
I can apply the lemma. �

Proofs of theorems 2 and 4 are applications of the following lemma.
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Lemma 4 Take a history h, an agreement e = (ei)i2I , a player j 2 I, a
step m, a set of unordered non-terminal histories bH following h, a set of
SPE (�eh)eh2 bH such that:

1. for every i 2 I and eh % h, ei(eh) = Ai(eh);
2. for every eh 2 bH, there exist l 2 I, an equilibrium e�h;eh 2 �(Sm�e(h)jh)
and an equilibrium e�eh 2 �(Sm�e(eh)jeh) such that eh 2 Dl(suppe�h;eh)
and e�eh =H(supp�eh) �eh;

3. for every i 6= j, there exists �i that strongly believes (S
q
�i;�e)

m�1
q=0

such that �i(S�i(h)jp(h)) = 0 and �i(�i)
T
Si(h) 6= ;;

4. for every n � m, SPE of �(h) �h such that for every eh 2 bH, �hjeh =
�
eh, and �hj =H(supp�h) �h�j that strongly believes (Sq�j;�e(h)jh)nq=0,
there exists �j =

h �hj that strongly believes (S
q
�j;�e)nq=0 such that

�j(�j)
T
Sj(h) 6= ;.

Then, there exist a SPE �h such that for every eh 2 bH, �hjeh = �eh, and
an equilibrium e�h =H(supp�h) �h such that suppe�h � Sm�e(h)jh.

Proof.
The proof is inductive. Throughout the proof, notice that all CPS are

valid by assumption 1.

Inductive hypothesis (d).
The lemma holds for every eh � h satisfying the hypothesis of the

lemma such that �(eh) has depth not bigger than d.
Basis step (1).
For every n = 0; :::;m � 1 and equilibrium of �(h) �h such that

supp�h 2 Sn�e(h)jh, by assumption 4 rj(�h�j) � Sn+1j;�e(h)jh. Moreover,
for every i 6= j, since assumption 3 allows to apply lemma 1, ri(�h�i) �
Sn+1i;�e(h)jh. Inductively, it holds that ri(�h�i) � Smi;�e(h)jh.

INDUCTIVE STEP (d+1).
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Additional notation. For any set of unordered non-terminal histo-
ries eH and a corresponding set of SPE (�eh)eh2 eH , call Eh( eH) the set of
SPE of �(h) �h such that for every eh 2 bH such that eh % h, �hjeh = �eh.
Main contradicting hypothesis. Suppose that for every �h 2

Eh( bH) there does not exist an equilibrium e�h =H(supp�h) �h such that
suppe�h � Sm�e(h)jh.

In the rest of the proof, all CPS are meant to be uncorrelated, as well
as the mixed pro�les (i.e. they are cartesian products of mixed strategies).

Part 1 of the proof shows that the non-existence of such equilibrium re-
quires that there exists a unilateral deviation from the SPE paths such that
the deviator deviates whatever she conjectures about opponents moves af-
ter the deviation. This amounts to showing that under the assumptions
of the lemma and the main contradicting hypothesis, the assumptions of
lemma 2 hold.

For every �h 2 Eh( bH), take the biggest n� � m+ 1 such that:
8n < n�; 8i 2 I; 8shi 2 supp�hi ; 9�i(shi ) =H(supp�

h) �h�i that str. bel.

(Sq�i;�e)
n�1
q=0 , �i(�i(s

h
i ))
\
Si(h) 3 si(shi ) =H(supp�

h) shi : (D1)

By assumption 4 and the fact that �h is an equilibrium, n� 6= 0.

Now I build an equilibrium e�h =H(supp�h) �h such that suppe�h �
Sn�e(h)jh. For every p 2 I and bh 2 Dp(supp�h), take a shp 2 supp�hp such
that p(bh) 2 H(shp) and set eSbh�p := (supp�p(shp)(�jbh))jbh. For every i 2 I, let
Fi be the set of all functions ' : bh 2 (Dp(supp�h))p6=i 7�! s

bh
i 2 eSbhi . For

every shi 2 supp�hi and ' 2 Fi, let si(shi ; ') be the strategy such that for
every bh 2 (Dp(supp�h))p6=i, si(shi ; ') =bh '(bh) and si(shi ; ')(�) = si(shi )(�)
elsewhere. Clearly, using all the si(shi ; ')jh it is possible to construct the
desired equilibrium, but I have to show that si(shi ; ') 2 Sni;�e(h). Now
I construct recursively a justifying CPS. Order arbitrarily the elements
of (Dp(supp�h))p6=i

T
H(shi ) as bh1; :::;bhN . Set k = 1, �1i := �i(s

h
i ) and

s1i := si(s
h
i ).

Recursive step (k). Take a �bhki that strongly believes (Sq�i;�e(bhk)jbhk)n�1q=0

such that '(bhk) 2 �i(�bhki ). Observe that �ki is such that �ki (S�i(bhk)jp(bhk)) =
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0, because �ki strongly believes, from h on, S�i(�
;h(supp�h�i)) and s

k
i 2

�i(�
k
i )
T
Si(bhk). Then, by lemma 1, there exist e�i =bh �bhki that strongly

believes Sn�1�i;�; :::; S
0
�i;� and for every eh 6% bh, e�i(�jeh) = �ki (�jeh), andesi 2 �i(e�i) such that esi =bh '(bhk) and for every eh 6% bhk, esi(eh) = ski (

eh).
Set �k+1i := e�i and sk+1i := esi; if k < N , run the recursive step again
increasing k by 1, if k = N , si(shi ; ') = s

N+1
i 2 Sni;�e(h).

Then, by the main contradicting hypothesis, n� � m, so that for the
reduction procedure S0�e(h)jh; :::; Sn

�

�e(h)jh, for S
h
:= supp�h and n := n�,

assumption 1 of lemma 2 holds by assumptions 1, 3 and 4. Assumption
2 holds by D1 and assumption 3 holds by the negation of D1 at n� and
assumption 4 of this lemma. (Notice that for every �hi =

h �h�i, �
h
i strongly

believes supp�h�i and �i =
H(supp�h) �h�i implies �i =

H(supp�h) �hi ). Hence

I can �nd a bh 2 Dl(supp�h) such that for every �bhl that strongly believes
(Sq�l;�e(bh)jbh)n�q=0, there exists �hl =H(supp�h) �h�l that strongly believes
(Sq�l;�e(h)jh)n

�

q=o such that �
h
l =

bh �bhl and �l(�hl )TSl(bh) 6= ;. Moreover,
for every i 6= l, there exists �hi that strongly believes (S

q
�i;�e(h)jh)n

��1
q=0

such that �hi (S�i(bh)jp(bh)) = 0 and �i(�hi )TSi(bh) 6= ;. Hence,
8i 2 I; 8�bhi that strongly believes (S�i;�e(bh)jbh)n�q=0; �i(�bhi ) � Sn�i;�e(bh)jbh:

(D2)

Part 2 shows that since everyone may play any sequential best reply
after the deviation, the reduced subgame Sn

�

�e(bh)jbh features an equilibrium
corresponding to a SPE complying with appropriate backward induction
choices like the ones in bH.
Consider now a set of unordered non-terminal histories bH1 following bh

and a set of SPE (�eh)eh2 bH1 such that assumption 2 holds for step m := n�

and h := bh. Put in �bh;1 the pro�les b�bh of the mixed extension of Sn��e(bh)jbh
such that for every eh 2 bH1

T
H(suppb�bh), b�bhjeh = e�eh.

Here I show that �bh;1 is non-empty. For every i 2 I, for every subset ofbH1 eH such that
T
eh2 eH S

bh
i (
eh) 6= ; and for every pair eh; h in eH, there exists a

p 6= i such that Sbhp (p(eh))TSbhp (p(h)) = ;, otherwise eh and h would not be
unordered. Hence, there exists �bhi that strongly believes (Sq�i;�e(bh)jbh))n�q=o
such that for every eh 2 eH, �bhi =eh e�eh�i, and by D2 �i(�bhi ) � Sn�i;�e(bh)jbh.
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Here I show that every equilibrium of �bh;1 e�bh is an equilibrium of

the whole �(bh). For every i 2 I and �bhi =bh e�bh�i that strongly believes
(Sq�i;�e(bh)jbh)n��1q=0 , there exists s

bh
i 2 �i(�

bh
i ) � ri(e�bh�i) such that for everyeh 2 bH1

T
H(suppe�bh), sbhi jeh 2 suppe�ehi , and by D2 �i(�bhi ) � Sn�i;�e(bh)jbh.

Now I show with a recursive procedure that there exists a �bh 2 Ebh( bH1)

and an equilibrium e�bh 2 �bh;1 such that e�bh =H(supp�h) �h. Suppose by
contradiction that such SPE does not exist, take any equilibrium of �bh;1
and call it e�bh;1. Set k = 1.
Recursive step (k). By the contradicting hypothesis, there exists

p 2 I and bhk 2 Dp(suppe�bh;k) such that for every �bhk 2 Ebhk( bHk),X
sbhk2supp�bhk

up(�
bhk) > X

sp(bhk)2suppe�bh;kjp(bhk)
up(e�bh;kjp(bhk)): (D3)

Notice that for every bhw 2 bHk, bhk 6% bhw, because for every b�bh 2 �bh;k
and bhw 2 bHk, b�bhjbhw = e�bhw =H(supp�

bhw ) �bhw 2 E
bhw( bHk). More-

over, for every i 6= p and sbhi 2 suppe�bh;ki T
S
bh
i (
bhk), there exists �i that

strongly believes (Sq�i;�e)
n��1
q=0 ; :::; S

0
�i;�e such that �i(S�i(bhk)jp(bhk)) = 0

and sbhi 2 (�i(�i)TSi(bhk))jbh, hence for m := n� and h := bhk assumption
3 holds. Then, by lemma 1, for every n � n� and sbhki 2 Sn�1i;�e(bhk)jbhk,
there exists si 2 Sni;�e(h) such that si =

bhk sbhki and (sijbh)(�) = sbhi (�) else-
where. Hence, for every �bhk 2 Ebhk( bHk) there exists �p =

H(supp�
bhk ) �bhk

that strongly believes (Sq�p;�e)nq=0 such that, by D3, �p(�p)
T
Sp(bhk) 6= ;,

thus assumption 4 holds. Assumptions 1 and 2 hold by construction. So,
by the inductive hypothesis there exist �bhk 2 Ebhk( bHk) and an equilibrium

of �(bhk) e�bhk =H(supp�bhk ) �bhk such that suppe�bhk � Sm�e(bhk)jbhk. For every
w � k, put bhw in bHk+1 if for every q � k, bhw 6� bhq. Denote by �bh;k+1 the
set of pro�les e�bh of the mixed extension of Sn��e(bh)jbh such that for everybhw 2 bHk+1, e�bhjbhw = e�bhw . (It has the same properties of �bh;1.) Take
any equilibrium e�h;k+1 in �bh;k+1 and run the recursive step increasing k
by 1. At some step the histories are exhausted, so I have a contradiction.

Part 3 uses the post-deviation surviving SPE to construct always a
new SPE of the whole �(h) from which players could deviate only at
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strictly earlier histories, until histories are exhausted and I have the desired
contradiction.

Set k = 1, eH0 := ;, �h;1 as one of the �h 2 Eh( bH) with the biggest
n� and n1 as such n�.
Recursive step (k). Following the procedure above for �h;k and nk,

take the corresponding e�h and bh (call them e�h;k and bhk), set bH1 :=bHS eHk�1 (it satis�es assumption 2 because nk � nk�1 � ::: � n1) and

derive the corresponding �bh and e�bh (call them �
bhk and e�bhk). Notice that

for every w < k, bhk 6% bhw, because for every eh % bhw such that there ex-
ists p 2 I such that eh 2 Dp(supp�

h;k), and for every �p =
H(supp�h;k)

�h;k�p such that �p(�jeh) = e�bhw�pjeh � �(Sn
k�1

�p;�e(eh)jeh) (since nk � nw),

�p(�p)
T
Sp(eh) = ;. Let
eHk :=

neh 2 eHk�1 : 8h 2 eHk�1
[nbhko ;eh 6� ho[nbhko .

Notice that by construction, for every w < k such that bhw � bhk, �bhk jbhw =
�
bhw , so that Eh( bHS eHk) � Eh( bHS eHk�1). Set �h;k+1 as one of the
�h 2 Eh( bHS eHk) with the biggest n�, call it nk+1, and clearly nk+1 � nk.
Run the recursive step increasing k by 1 until the histories are exhausted,
so I have a contradiction. �

Proof of theorem 2.
For a step after convergence, the contrapositive of the lemma can be

applied for all the subgames that follow a unilateral deviation from the
self-enforcing path (with empty bH), showing that there are SPE of these
subgames that support it as a SPE of the whole game. �

Proof of theorem 4.
By seeing strong rationalizability as strong delta rationalizability when

the agreement is silent, the lemma can be applied with h := h0 for a step
after convergence (with empty bH). �
Theorem 5 can be proved with a few arguments already employed.

Proof of theorem 5.
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Take a SPE � inducing z. Suppose by contraposition that the path
agreement corresponding to z is not credible. Then there exists a small-
est n > 1 such that for some l 2 I and every �l that strongly be-
lieves Sn�l;�e ; :::; S0�l;�e and S�l(z), �l(�l)

T
Sl(z) = ;. This allows to

apply lemma 2 (for correlated conjectures) and �nd a history bh follow-
ing a unilateral deviation by l from z. Follow part 2 of the proof of
the last lemma (with empty bH1). I �nd a SPE �bh and an equilibriume�bh =H(supp�bh) �bh of �(bh) such that e�bh 2 �(Sn�e(bh)jbh), but then ul(z) <P
sh2supp�h

�
bh(sbh)ul(�(sbh)). �
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Part II

Selecting strongly
rationalizable strategies

7 Introduction

Consider the following game with perfect information.

Ann
O . & I
(3; 3) Bob

U . & D
(0; 1) Ann

L. & R
(0; 0) (4; 2)

Suppose that Ann is rational29 and, at the beginning of the game,
believes with probability 1 that Bob would play U after I. Then she would
clearly play O. Suppose that Bob is rational and believes with probability
1 that Ann is rational and holds such �rst-order-beliefs restriction. Then
he would expect Ann to play O. So what would he do after observing I?
He cannot believe at the same time that Ann is rational and believes that
he would play U after I: the two things are at odds given I. Bob has
to keep only one of the two beliefs. This is the epistemic priority issue.
Suppose he keeps the belief that Ann believes that he would play U after
I. Then, after observing I, he has to drop the belief that Ann is rational.
Thus he could also expect Ann to play L after (I;D) and so play U . Then,
if Ann believes that Bob is rational and holds such beliefs, she can keep
her �rst-order-belief restriction. That is, Ann�s belief that Bob would play
U after I is consistent with the common belief in this �rst-order-belief
restriction and the highest order of belief in rationality that is compatible
with such common belief, according to the reached information set.

29 i.e. expected utility maximizer given the continuation conjecture at every informa-
tion set.
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This strategic reasoning process is captured by strong-delta-rationali-
zability ([7], see next section), as shown by its epistemic characterization
in [10]. In this process, the faith in the restrictions is so strong that Bob
is ready to deem Ann as irrational after I. This could be the case if, for
instance, Bob playing U is suggested by some convention that always holds
in context of the game ([9]). Suppose instead that restrictions arise from a
pre-play non-binding talk between the players. Bob declares he would play
U after I. If Bob observes that Ann plays I anyway, he might think that
Ann has not taken his words seriously, rather than thinking that Ann is
irrational. Then, Bob would expect Ann to play R after D, hence he would
play D instead of U . If Ann believes that Bob keeps on believing that she
is rational after I, she must believe that Bob will play D, di¤erently than
what the �rst-order-belief restriction suggests. Hence, under this reasoning
scheme, such �rst-order-beliefs restriction cannot hold.
In Section 2 I construct a rationalizability procedure, selective ratio-

nalizability, that captures this strategic reasoning process for complete
information dynamic games with perfect recall. Just like strong-delta-
rationalizability, selective rationalizability could be easily extended to games
with incomplete information. However, for notational simplicity and since
the pre-play non-binding agreement interpretation does not address be-
liefs about types, the focus is kept on complete information. In Section 3,
the procedure will be epistemically characterized to explicit the epistemic
hypotheses that motivate it. Section 4 concludes. The Appendix presents
the formal analysis of the previous example, the proof of the character-
ization theorem and a counterexample for a naively intuitive but wrong
result from section 2.

8 Selective rationalizability

Consider an extensive form game with complete information

� =


I;X; (Ai;Hi; ui)i2I

�
where:

� I is the set of players;

� Ai is the set of actions potentially available to the player, and I write
AJ :=

Q
j2J�I

Aj ;
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� X �
S

t2f1;:::;Tg

 S
;6=J22I

AJ

!tS�
h0 := ;

	
30 is a set of histories31

such that:

1. h0 2 X;
2. for every (ea1; :::;eal) 2 X and every t < l, (ea1; :::;eat) 2 X, and I
write (ea1; :::;eat) � (ea1; :::;eal) (and h0 � x for every x 6= h0);

3. letting Z :=

(
z 2 X : 8a 2

S
;6=J22I

AJ ; (z; a) 62 X
)
denote the

set of terminal histories, for every (ea1; :::;eal) 2 XnZ there exist
J 2 2In; and (Aj 2 2Ajn;)j2J such that (ea1; :::;eal; a) 2 X if
and only if a 2

Q
j2J

Aj ;32

� Hi � 2X is a set of information sets such that:

1. it partitions

(
x 2 XnZ : 9a 2

S
;6=J22Infig

(AJ �Ai); (x; a) 2 X
)
; 33

2. for every (x1; :::; xk) 2 Hi, n;m � k and (xn;ea) 2 X, there
exists (xm; (eai; :::)) 2 X; 34

3. for every h = (x1; :::; xk) 2 Hi and n;m � k, xn 6� xm; more-
over, for every (ex;ea) - xn such that ex 2 eh 2 Hi, there exists
(bx;ba) - xm such that bx 2 eh 2 Hi and bai = eai; 35

� ui : Z ! R is the payo¤ function.

Given these primitives, one can retrieve the correspondence that as-
signs to the player the actions available at a given information set, Ai(�) :
30h0 is the empty, initial history, or root of the game.
31T is the �nite maximum lenght of a history: the game has �nite horizon.
32At every non-terminal history, the possible new action subpro�les are a cartesian

set.
33The set of histories where the player is active.
34Players have the same feasible actions at every history in an information set. Players

indeed cannot distinguish histories in the same information set from observation.
35Perfect recall. The �rst statement means that players remember whether they had

been called to act at earlier stages. The second statement means that players can
distinguish two histories if they were able to distinguish two predecessors or if they
follow two di¤erent own moves.
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Hi � Ai, as

Ai(h) =
�
ai 2 Ai : 8x 2 h; 9(x; (ai; :::)) 2 X

	
:

Then, a strategy can be de�ned as a function si : Hi ! Ai such that for
every h 2 Hi, si(h) 2 Ai(h). The set of all feasible strategies is denoted by
Si. Calling p(x) the predecessor of history x, i.e. ex 2 X such that ex � x
and for every bx 6- ex, bx 6� x, the set of strategies that are compatible with
an information set h (not necessarily of the same player!) is de�ned as:

Si(h) :=
n
si 2 Si : 9(ea1; :::;eal) 2 h; 8p(ea1; :::;eat�l) 2 eh 2 Hi; si(eh) = eat+1i

o
:

For any subset of strategies bSi � Si, bSi(h) := Si(h)T bSi.
On the other hand, the set of information sets that are compatible with

a set of strategy (sub-)pro�les bS � Q
j2J�I

Sj is de�ned as:

Hi(bS) := nh 2 Hi : 9bs 2 bS;9(ea1; :::;eal) 2 h;8j 2 J;
8p((ea1; :::;eat�l)) 2 eh 2 Hj ; bsj(eh) = eatjo :

Analogously, the set of outcomes that are compatible with a set of
strategy (sub-)pro�les bS � Q

i2J�I
Sj is denoted by

�(bS) := n(ea1; :::;eal) 2 Z : 9bs 2 bS;8j 2 J;
8p((ea1; :::; eat�l)) 2 eh 2 Hj ; bsj(eh) = eatjo :

For all the player-speci�c objects, pro�les or sets of pro�les, i.e. carte-
sian products across all players, will be denoted by removing the subscript.
The subscript �i will instead denote the cartesian product across all play-
ers but i.

Players update their conjectures about the state of the world as the
game unfolds. Information sets represent all the information acquired by
players from observation. This process is captured by modeling conjectures
as conditional probability systems [39] (henceforth CPS). Here I de�ne
directly CPS over the whole state space 
 := S � T , where type sets
(Ti)i2I will be de�ned in the next section.
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De�nition 13 A conditional probability system (or CPS) on (
�i; (T�i�
S�i(h))h2Hi

), with Borel sigma algebra B(
�i), is a mapping �(�j�) :
B(
�i)� (T�i � S�i(h))h2Hi ! [0; 1] satisfying the following axioms:

1. for every C 2 (T�i � S�i(h))h2Hi , �(CjC) = 1;

2. for every C 2 (T�i � S�i(h))h2Hi
, �(�jC) is a probability measure

on 
�i;

3. for every E 2 B(
�i), B;C 2 (T�i � S�i(h))h2Hi , if E � B � C
then �(EjB)�(BjC) = �(EjC).36

The set of all CPS is denoted by �Hi(
�i). Endowing with the set
of probability measure on 
�i (�(
�i)) with the topology of weak con-
vergence, �Hi(
�i) can be seen as a compact metrizable of (�(
�i))Hi ,
endowed with the product topology In this section, CPS on just strate-
gies will be used. They can be obtained by replacing 
�iwith S�i and
(T�i � S�i(h))h2Hi with (S�i(h))h2Hi . For brevity, conditioning events
will be indicated with just the information set. For every i 2 I, I take
a compact subset of �Hi(
�i), �i (the "�rst-order-belief restrictions").
It collects all the conjectures that player i could possibly hold, given the
arguments that she has to exclude the others.

I consider players who reply rationally to their conjectures. By ratio-
nality I mean that players, at every information set, choose an action that
maximizes expected utility given the conjecture about how opponents and
themselves will play in the continuation of the game. This is equivalent
[5] to choosing a sequential best reply to the CPS.

De�nition 14 A strategy si 2 Si is a sequential best reply to a CPS
�i 2 �Hi(S�i) if for every h 2 Hi(si) and every esi 2 Si(h),

P
s�i2supp�i(�jh)

ui(�(si; s�i))�i(s�ijh) �
P

s�i2supp�i(�jh)
ui(�(esi; s�i))�i(s�ijh).

The set of sequential best replies to a conjecture �i is denoted by �i(�i).

36This means applying Bayes rule whenever possible.
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In order to introduce selective rationalizability, I �rst have to introduce
strong rationalizability [11].37 Strong rationalizability can be seen as a spe-
cial case of strong-delta-rationalizability and strong-delta-rationalizability
can be usefully compared to selective rationalizability to understand the
epistemic priority issue. Hence, I �rst translate the ultimate de�nition of
strong-delta-rationalizability [10] in the complete information framework
of this paper.

De�nition 15 (strong-delta-rationalizability) Fix a collection � =
(�i)i2I of compact subsets of CPS. Consider the following procedure.

(Step 0) For every i 2 I, let S0i;� = Si.

(Step n > 0) For every i 2 I and for every si 2 Si, let si 2 Sni;� if and
only if there exists a CPS �i 2 �i such that:

1. si 2 �i(�i)

2. 8p = 0; :::; n� 1; 8h 2 Hi; Sp�i;�
T
S�i(h) 6= ; ) �i(S

p
�i;�jh) = 1;

Finally let S1i;� =
T
n�0

Sni;�. The pro�les in S
1
� are called strongly-

delta-rationalizable.

When for every i 2 I, �i = �Hi(S�i), i.e. �rst-order beliefs are not
restricted, this is strong rationalizability. Strong rationalizability delivers
the behavioral implications of common strong belief in rationality [11].
More generally, the steps of strong rationalizability deliver the best ratio-
nalizable [6] strategies of each player at each information set, i.e. player�s
strategies that are compatible with the information set and with the high-
est possible order of belief in rationality.
Otherwise, strong-delta-rationalizability can also deliver an empty set.

This means that for some player at some information set the �rst-order-
belief restrictions are at odds with the behavioral consequences of this
reasoning process.

Now I can de�ne selective rationalizability.

37The precursor of strong rationalizability is extensive-form-rationalizability from
[37].
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De�nition 16 (selective rationalizability) Fix a collection � = (�i)i2I
of compact subsets of CPS. Denote by (Sm)1m=0 the strong rationalizability
procedure. Consider the following procedure.

(Step 0) For every i 2 I, let S0i;R� = S1i .

(Step n>0) For every i 2 I and for every si 2 Si, let si 2 Sni;R� if and
only if there exists �i 2 �i such that:

1. si 2 �i(�i);

2. 8p = 0; :::; n�1; 8h 2 Hi; Sp�i;R�
T
S�i(h) 6= ; =) �i(S

p
�i;R�jS�i(h))=1;

3. 8q = 0; :::; 8h 2 Hi; Sq�i
T
S�i(h) 6= ; =) �i(S

q
�ijS�i(h)) = 1;

Finally, let S1i;R� =
T
n�0

Sni;R�. The pro�les in S
1
R� are called selectively-

rationalizable.

Notice two important facts. First, selective rationalizability can be seen
as a re�nement of strong rationalizability, since requirement 3 imposes the
same conjectures as the strong rationalizability procedure once arrived to
convergence. Second, selective rationalizability can be seen as a special
case of strong-delta-rationalizability, since requirement 3 is a constant re-
striction on CPS that could be incorporated in �i, while requirements 1
and 2 are the same.
Requirement 3 ensures that epistemic priority falls on rationality. At

every step, at every information set, players are obliged to put probability
1 on the best rationalizable opponents�strategies at the information set.
Only among them, players select the ones that are allowed by the �rst-
order-belief restrictions, are compatible with opponents using their own
restrictions (if any), and so on (requirement 2). Players choose sequential
best replies to such conjectures (requirement 1).
When the procedure delivers an empty set, it is possible that shifting

the epistemic priority from rationality to the restrictions, the latter become
credible and strong-delta-rationalizability delivers a non-empty set. This
is what happens in the example of the introduction. One could conjecture
that the opposite is not possible: if strong-delta-rationalizability delivers
an empty set, so, a fortiori, will selective rationalizability. This is not the
case: see the appendix for a counterexample.
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9 Epistemic framework and characterization
theorem

For the formalization of the beliefs that motivate the use of selective ratio-
nalizability, I present a simpli�cation of the framework in [10] where the
incompleteness of information dimension is dropped. However, the choice
of this framework will allow to easily extend the analysis to dynamic games
with incomplete information in future work.
For every i 2 I, take space of epistemic types Ti and a belief map

gi = (gi;h)h2Hi
: Ti ! �Hi(
�i) such that Ti is compact metrizable and gi

is continuous and onto38 ; (
i; Ti; gi)i2I is a belief-complete type structure.
In order to �nd the subset of the state space where the restrictions hold, I
must �rst retrieve the marginal CPS on opponents strategies. For every i 2
I, de�ne fi = (fi;h)h2Hi

: Ti ! �Hi(S�i) as fi;h(ti) = margS�igi;h(ti); the
subset of the state space where the restrictions hold for player i is [�i] :=
f(si; ti; !�i) 2 
 : fi(ti) 2 �ig, and for all players [�] :=

T
i2I
[�i]:

39 . [�] is

compact because for every i 2 I, �i is compact and fi is continuous.
In order to de�ne subsets of the state space where beliefs over events

in the state space itself hold, it will be useful to extend belief mappings on
the player herself. For every i 2 I, de�ne g�i := (g�i;h)h2Hi

: 
i ! �Hi(
)
from gi through the following formula: for every (si; ti) 2 
i; h 2 Hi and
E 2 B(
),

g�i;h((si; ti))(E) = gi;h(ti)(
�
!�i 2 
�i : ((shi ; ti); !�i) 2 E

	
);

where shi is the unique strategy in Si(h) that coincides with si at each
information set that does not strictly precede h (thus, shi = si if and only
if si 2 Si(h)).
The closed subset of the state space where player i 2 I believes in an

event E � 
 at an information set h 2 Hi is de�ned as

Bi;h(E) :=
�
(s; t) 2 
 : g�i;h((si; ti))(E) = 1

	
:

The subset of the state space where i believes in E at every information
set is then Bi(E) :=

T
h2Hi

Bi;h(E). When E is not a purely epistemic event,

38This imposes to choose sets of types with the cardinality of the continuum.
39Notice that the correct operation is the intersection and not the cartesian product

because even when they refer to a single players events in the state space already span
all the space across players.
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i.e. projSE 6= S, it could be impossible to believe in it at some information
set, because it may be contradicted by observation.40 However, to perform
forward induction it is necessary to believe in events of this kind as long as
observation does not contradict them: this allows to rationalize opponents�
behaviour and forecast future moves based on past ones. The subset of
the state space where this persistency of a belief holds is represented by
the strong belief [11] operator:

SBi(E) :=
T

h2Hi:projSE
T
S(h) 6=;

Bi;h(E):

For belief operators, the absence of the subscript (or the subscript
�i) will denote their intersection across all players (but i).41 The correct
strong belief operator is de�ned directly for the conjunction of players:
CSB(E)) := E

T
SB(E).

First-order beliefs may not be enough to explain the strategic reasoning
of the players. Higher order beliefs are de�ned as powers of the belief
operators: for any operator O : 
 ! 
, On+1(E) := O(On(E)). When
an epistemic event is believed by all players at every order, I say it is
transparent and I write B�(E) :=

T
n2N

Bn(E). For the correct strong belief

operators, which will work with non-epistemic events, I de�ne common
strong belief as CSB1(E) :=

T
n�0

CSBn(E).

Since [�] is an epistemic event, it cannot have any behavioral implica-
tion per se. Moreover, the belief in it of any order does not say anything
about opponents�behavior either: in order to have bite, they have to ac-
companied by the corresponding beliefs in rationality. The elementary
brick for this scope is the rationality event. The subset of the state space
where i plays a sequential best reply to her conjecture is denoted by

Ri := f(si; ti; !�i) 2 
 : si 2 �i(fi(ti))g :

Ri is closed because �i �fi is upper-hemicontinuous. The rationality event
is R :=

T
i2I
Ri.

Here I want to represent the situation in which players, along the game,
hold all orders of beliefs in rationality that are consistent with the observed
behavior and, within this event, form their conjectures according to their

40This cannot happen for epistemic events because beliefs are not observable.
41Though, if E is a cartesian product, B(E), SB(E), CSB(E) are cartesian sets.
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�rst-order-beliefs restrictions. Moreover, I suppose that players believe as
long as not contradicted by observation that the opponents form conjec-
tures in this way, and so on. The �rst sentence is captured by the event
[�]
T
CSB1(R). CSB1(R) is the common strong belief in rationality

event, which characterizes strong rationalizability [11]. It is always non-
empty. Its conjunction with [�] can instead be empty, because at some
information set a player may �nd no allowed conjecture over the best ratio-
nalizable strategies of the opponents. Capturing also the second sentence
delivers a subset of this event that is going to be the event of interest here:
CSB1([�]

T
CSB1(R)).

Now the following characterization theorem can be stated:

Theorem 7 Fix a collection � = (�i)i2I of compact subsets of CPS.
Then, for every n � 0,

Sn+1R� = projSCSB
n([�]

T
CSB1(R));

and
S1R� = projSCSB

1([�]
T
CSB1(R)):

The comparison of this characterization of selective rationalizability
with the characterization of strong-delta-rationalizability proposed by [10]
clari�es the epistemic priority di¤erence behind the two solution concepts.
In the event CSB1(R

T
B�([�])) � B�([�]) that characterizes strong-

delta-rationalizability,42 players hold at every information set all orders of
beliefs in the restrictions and only the orders of belief in rationality whose
pairwise conjunctions with the belief in the restriction of the same order
deliver opponents strategies that are consistent with the information set.
In the event CSB1([�]

T
CSB1(R)) � CSB1(R), instead, the opposite

holds: players hold at every information set all the orders of beliefs in
rationality that are per se consistent with the information set and only the
orders of beliefs in the restrictions whose pairwise conjunctions with the
belief in rationality of the same order deliver opponents strategies that are
consistent with the information set. Both events are empty when at some
information set the restrictions themselves are at odds with the behavioral

42Also the event CSB1(R
T
[�]) characterizes strong-delta-rationalizability (see [10])

because dropping also the belief in the restriction of some order when it is at odds with
the belief in rationality of the same order does not enlarge the set of conjectures over
opponents�strategies, since the former has no bite without the latter.
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consequences of the previously described beliefs that are consistent with
the information set.
Notice instead that the event CSB1(R)

T
B�([�])43 is not just wrong

to characterize selective rationalizability, but it is also not very compelling
per se: it is likely to be empty for intuitively credible restrictions. Indeed,
it is empty even for restrictions corresponding to a strongly rationaliz-
able SPE: o¤-the-path, it is impossible to believe at the same time that
the deviator is rational and believes in the equilibrium.44 In the correct
event, instead, the strong belief in the conjunction of restrictions and com-
mon strong belief in rationality allows to drop the belief that the deviator
believes in the restrictions.

10 Conclusions and further research

In most dynamic games, common strong belief in rationality is not su¢ -
cient to derive sharp predictions on how opponents will behave. In this
case, players will try to re�ne further their conjectures using exogenous
information or seeking some kind of coordination with the opponents be-
fore starting to play. Especially in the second case, players will tenta-
tively believe in the coordination; will believe that opponents believe in
the coordination, and so on. Yet, all these beliefs, together with beliefs in
rationality, can be at odds with observed behavior. In this case, players
holding common strong belief in rationality are forced to drop the beliefs
in the restriction of conjectures that give rise to the incompatibility.
This process is captured here by selective rationalizability. Di¤erently

than strong-delta-rationalizability [7], which captures players holding all
order of beliefs in the restrictions at every information set and rather
dropping the incompatible beliefs in rationality, selective rationalizability
delivers a subset of strongly rationalizable strategy pro�les. This subset
can be the empty set when the restrictions themselves are not compatible
with the strategic reasoning depicted above. Selective rationalizability is
then epistemically characterized to explicit all the assumptions on which
the reasoning process is based.

43The same event had been conjectured to characterize strong-delta-rationalizability
in [12].
44Unless some tie occurs.
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The interpretation of the �rst-order-belief restriction as arising from
a pre-play non-binding agreement is of particular interest. Catonini [19]
uses selective rationalizability (and strong-delta-rationalizability) to study
the self-enforceability of appealing classes of agreements. However, �rst-
order-beliefs restrictions can �nd a di¤erent interpretation in many �elds
of economics. In �nancial markets, for instance, they can correspond to in-
formation arriving to the market, and be used by agents who hold common
strong belief in rationality to re�ne their conjectures. A context of this
kind is likely to feature incompleteness of information. The restictions can
concern precisely the information that is unknown to some player. There-
fore, it would be easy and pro�table to extend selective rationalizability
to an incomplete information framework.

11 Appendix

Formal analysis of the example in the introduction

Ann
O . & I
(3; 3) Bob

U . & D
(0; 1) Ann

L. & R
(0; 0) (4; 2)

First-order-beliefs restrictions:
�1 :=

�
�1 2 �H1(S2) : �1(Djh0) = 0

	
; �2 := �

H2
2 (S1):

(player 2 threatens to play U)

Strong rationalizability:
S11 = fO:L;O:R; I:Rg ; S12 = fU;Dg ;
S21 = fO:L;O:R; I:Rg ; S22 = fDg ;
S31 = fI:Rg = S11 ; S32 = fDg = S12 :

Strong-delta-rationalizability:
S11;� = fO:L;O:Rg = S11 ; S12;� = fU;Dg = S12;�:
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Selective rationalizability:
S11;R� = ;.

PROOF OF THEOREM 7.

First, I prove a generalized version of the theorem. Applying this
generalized version to strong rationalizability yields the hypotheses to run
the same proof for selective rationalizability and prove the theorem.
Consider this generalized rationalizability procedure:

De�nition 17 Fix two collections, � = (�i)i2I and �G = (�Gi )i2I , of
compact subsets of CPS. Consider the following procedure.

(Step 0) For every i 2 I, let S0i;G = Si. Moreover let S0�i;G =
Q
j 6=i
S0j;G

and S0G =
Q
i2I
S0i;G.

(Step n>0) For every i 2 I and for every si 2 Si let si 2 Sni;G.if and
only if there exists a CPS �i 2 �i such that:

1. si 2 �i(�i);

2. 8p = 1; :::; n�1; 8Hi; Sp�i;G
T
S�i(h) 6= ; =) �i(S

p
�i;GjS�i(h)) = 1;

3. �i 2 �Gi :

Moreover, let Sn�i;G =
Q
j 6=i
Snj;G and S

n
G =

Q
i2I
Sni;G.

Finally, let S1G =
T
n�0

SnG.

Consider the following property for a cartesian event E � 
.

De�nition 18 A cartesian event E � 
 satis�es the "completeness"
property if for every

� i 2 I,

� (si; ti) 2 Ei,

� ��i : s0�i 2 projS�iE 7�! (s0�i; t�i) 2 E�i,
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there exists t0i 2 projTiE such that:

� (si; t0i) 2 Ei,

� fi(t0i) = fi(ti),

� gi;�(t0i) [��i(s�i)] = fi(ti) [s�ijS�i(�)] for every s�i 2 projS�iE.

Now I can state the generalized version of the theorem.

Lemma 5 Suppose that there exists a compact, cartesian event E � R
with the completeness property such that:

1. for every i 2 I and for every �i 2 �i
T
�Gi , there exists a ! =

(s; t) 2 E such that fi(ti) = �i (=) S1G � projSE);

2. for every ! = (s; t) 2 E and for every i 2 I, fi(ti) 2 �i
T
�Gi

(=) S1G � projSE).

Then, for every n � 1, CSBn�1(E) has the completeness property and:

1. for every i 2 I and for every �i 2 �i
T
�Gi satisfying requirements

2 (up to n � 1), there exists a ! = (s; t) 2 CSBn�1(E) such that
fi(ti) = �i (=) SnG � projSCSBn�1(E));

2. for every ! = (s; t) 2 CSBn�1(E) and for every i 2 I, fi(ti) 2
�i
T
�Gi and satis�es requirements 2 (up to n � 1) (=) SnG �

projSCSB
n�1(E)).

Moreover, the same holds replacing n with 1.

Proof of the lemma.
First I show that for every n � 1, CSBn�1(E) has the complete-

ness property. Take any i 2 I, !i = (si; ti) 2 proj
iCSB
n�1(E) and

��i : s
0
�i 2 projS�iCSB

n�1(E) 7�! (s0�i; t�i) 2 proj
�iCSB
n�1(E). Ex-

tend ��i to � 0�i : s
0
�i 2 projS�iE 7�! (s0�i; t�i) 2 E�i in such a way that

for every s0�i 2 projS�iCSB
n�1(E); � 0�i(s

0
�i) = ��i(s

0
�i) and for every

m < n � 1 and s0�i 2 projS�iCSB
m(E); � 0�i(s

0
�i) 2 proj
�iCSB

m(E).
By the completeness property of E, there exists a !0i = (si; t

0
i) 2 Ei such

that fi(t0i) = fi(ti) and for every s�i 2 projS�iE, gi;�(t
0
i)
�
� 0�i(s�i)

�
=

fi(ti) [s�ijS�i(�)]. Notice that by construction, for every m < n � 1,
t0i strongly believes CSB

m(E). Therefore, for every m < n � 1, !0i 2
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proj
iSBi(CSB
m(E)). Hence !0i 2 proj
iCSB

n�1(E);45 fi(t
0
i) = fi(ti)

and for every s�i 2 projS�iCSB
n�1(E); gi;�(t

0
i) [��i(s�i)] = fi(ti) [s�ijS�i(�)].

To show that CSB1(E) has the completeness property too, the same
procedure can be applied with 1 in place of n.

Now I can prove the lemma by induction.

Inductive hypothesis: the lemma holds for step n.

Basis step: the lemma holds for step 1 by hypothesis.

Inductive step:

1. Take any i 2 I and any �i 2 �i
T
�Gi satisfying requirements

2 (up to n). By the inductive hypothesis, there exists a !i =
(si; ti) 2 CSBn�1i (E) such that fi(ti) = �i: Take any ��i : s

0
�i 2

projS�iCSB
n�1(E) 7�! (s0�i; t�i) 2 proj
�iCSB

n�1(E). As shown
before, CSBn�1(E) has the completeness property, hence there also
exists a !0i = (si; t

0
i) 2 proj
iCSB

n�1(E) such that fi(t0i) = fi(ti)
and for every s�i 2 projS�iCSB

n�1(E); gi;�(t
0
i)
�
� 0�i(s�i)

�
=

fi(ti) [s�ijS�i(�)]. Moreover, notice that gi(t0i) strongly believes
CSBn�1(E), so that !0i 2 proj
iSB(CSB

n�1(E)). Hence !0i 2
proj
iCSB

n(E).

2. Take any ! 2 CSBn(E): Since ! 2 CSBn�1(E); for every i 2 I,
fi(ti) 2 �i

T
�Gi and satis�es requirements 2 (up to n). Moreover,

since ! 2 SB(CSBn�1(E)), gi(ti) strongly believesCSBn�1(E),
hence fi(ti) strongly believes projS�iCSB

n�1(E). Hence fi(ti) sat-
is�es also requirement 2 up to n+ 1.

Finally I prove that the lemma holds with 1 in place of n.

1. First, observe that by the �rst part of the lemma, if S1G 6= ; then
CSBn(E) 6= ; for every n � 0, so that the family of nested, non-
empty closed sets fCSBn(E)gn�0 has the �nite intersection prop-
erty. Hence, being E = CSB0(E) a compact set, CSB1(E) 6= ;.
Take any i 2 I and any �i 2 �i

T
�Gi satisfying requirements 2

45When E is a cartesian product, also SB(E) is a cartesian product. Then, if I can
pick a ! in their intersection, meaning that it is non-empty, and !0i belongs to both
projections, there is a !0 in the intersection whose projection is !0i.
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(for every m � 0). Take a !i = (si; ti) 2 E such that fi(ti) = �i.
Thanks to the non-emptiness of CSB1(E), I can take a � 0�i : s

0
�i 2

projS�iE 7�! (s0�i; t�i) 2 E�i such that for every m � 0 and
s0�i 2 projS�iCSB

m(E), � 0�i(s
0
�i) 2 proj
�iCSB

m(E). By the com-
pleteness property of E, there exists a !0i = (si; t

0
i) 2 Ei such that

fi(t
0
i) = fi(ti) and for every s�i 2 projS�iE; gi;�(t

0
i)
�
� 0�i(s�i)

�
=

fi(ti) [s�ijS�i(�)]. Notice that by construction and by the lemma
holding for every m � 0, t0i strongly believes CSBm(E). Hence, for
every m � 0, !0i 2 proj
iSBi(CSB

m(E)); so !0i 2 proj
iCSB
m(E).

Hence !0i 2 proj
iCSB
1(E) and fi(t0i) = �i.

2. Take any ! 2 CSB1(E): Since for every m � 0, ! 2 CSBm(E), for
every i 2 I, by the lemma holding for every m � 0, fi(ti) 2 �i

T
�Gi

and satis�es requirements 2 (for every m � 0). �

Proof of theorem 7.
For every i 2 I, set as �Gi the set of CPS satisfying requirement 3 of

the selective rationalizability procedure. �Gi is compact. To apply the
lemma for E = [�]

T
CSB1(R), I need to show that such E satis�es the

hypotheses of the lemma.
To show that the compact set [�]

T
CSB1(R) has the completeness

property, it is enough to show that CSB1(R) has the completeness prop-
erty, because the intesection with [�] selects the types only according to
�rst-order-beliefs about strategies. Therefore, for every (si; ti) 2
proj
i([�]

T
CSB1(R)), all the (si; t0i) verifying the de�nition of com-

pleteness for CSB1(R) also belong to proj
i([�]
T
CSB1(R)), because

fi(ti) = fi(t
0
i).

In turn, to apply the lemma for E = R and prove that CSB1(R) has
the completeness property, I need to show that the compact set R has the
completeness property.
Take any i 2 I, (si; ti) 2 Ri and ��i : s0�i 2 projS�iR 7�! (s0�i; t�i) 2

R�i. If there exists a CPS �i 2 �Hi(S�i � T�i) such that for every s�i 2
projS�iR; �i;� [��i(s�i)] = fi(ti) [s�ijS�i(�)] and margS�i�i = fi(ti), I am
done, because by completeness of the type space gi is onto, hence there ex-
ists a type t0i such that gi(t

0
i) = �i, and si 2 �i(margS�i�i), hence (si; t

0
i) 2

Ri. De�ne the candidate CPS by extending arbitrarily ��i to � 0�i : s
0
�i 2

S�i 7�! (s0�i; t�i) 2 
�i in such a way that for every s0�i 2 projS�iR,
� 0�i(s

0
�i) = ��i(s�i) and setting for every s�i 2 S�i, �i;�

�
� 0�i(s�i)

�
=
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fi(ti) [s�ijS�i(�)] and extending the assignments by additivity. Now no-
tice that � 0�i yields an embedding of

S
h2Hi

suppfi(ti)[�jS�i(h)] in S�i�T�i;

so that fi being a CPS implies that �i is a CPS too.
To show that for every i 2 I and �i 2 �i

T
�Gi , there exists a ! =

(s; t) 2 [�]
T
CSB1(R) such that fi(ti) = �i, it is enough to show that

the same holds for a ! 2 CSB1(R), because any such ! also belongs to
[�] by fi(ti) = �i 2 �i.
To show that for every ! = (s; t) 2 [�]

T
CSB1(R) and i 2 I, fi(ti) 2

�i
T
�Gi , it is enough to show that for every ! = (s; t) 2 CSB1(R) and

i 2 I, fi(ti) 2 �Gi .
Notice that applying the lemma for E = R yields both results, because

�Gi is the set of CPS satisfying requirement 2 (for every m � 0) of the
strong-rationalizability procedure. �

Counterexample for the wrong conjecture that emptiness of
strong-delta-rationalizability implies emptiness of selective ra-
tionalizability (for the same restrictions)

1
A. & B
(3; 3) 2

C . & D
1n2 M O N (4; 4)
E (0; 2) (0; 0) (2; 0)
F (2; 0) (0; 9) (0; 0)
G (0; 0) (2; 0) (2; 5)

First-order-beliefs restrictions:
�1 :=

�
�1 2 �H1(S2) : �1(C � jh0) = 0

	
.

(player 2 promises to play D)
�2 :=

�
�2 2 �H2(S1) : 8h 2 H2; �2(B:Gjh) = 0

	
;

(player 1 threatens not to play the pure Nash in the subgame if player
2 breaks the promise)

Strong rationalizability:
S11 = S1; S

1
2 = fD:�; C:O;C:Ng ;

S21 = fA:�; B:E;B:Gg ; S22 = S12 ;
S31 = S

2
1 ; S

3
2 = fD:�; C:Ng ;
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S41 = S
3
1 = S

1
1 ; S

4
2 = S

3
2 = S

1
2 :

Strong-delta-rationalizability:
S11;� = fB:�g ; S12;� = fD:�; C:Og ;
S21;� = fB:Gg ; S22;� = S12;�:
S31;� = S

2
1;�; S

3
2;� = ;:

Selective rationalizability:
S11;R� = fB:E;B:Gg ; S12;R� =fD:�g ;
S21;R� = S

1
1;R� = S

1
1;R�; S

2
2;R� = S

1
2;R� = S

1
2;R�.
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Part III

Common assumption of
cautious rationality and
iterated admissibility

12 Introduction

In the huge variety of solution concepts for complete-information strategic-
form games, iterated admissibility, i.e. iterated deletion of weakly domi-
nated strategies, is surely one of the most appealing. First, it is a decision
criterion that does not rely on any pre-existing equilibrium motivation:
players can perform it from scratch through nothing else than their strate-
gic reasoning. Second, it re�ects an intuitevely reasonable way to behave:
to the minimum, it avoids choosing a strategy when there is another one
that, when it makes a di¤erence, can only do better.46 Still, it has to
be identi�ed more precisely when iterated admissibility is actually the ap-
propriate solution concept and why, more generally, it is a sound way for
players to choose their strategies.

The �rst step to this end is detecting which kind of conjectures and
optimality concept motivate players to avoid strategies that are weakly
dominated in some reduced game along the procedure. The following
game,47 where strategy L is eliminated in the �rst round and strategy B

46Moreover, in case the strategic form is derived from an extensive form game without
relevant ties among payo¤s, iterated admissibility operationalizes extensive form ratio-
nalizability ([37] and [11]). Yet, the analysis of the extensive form solution concept is
required to understand the epistemic motivations: see [11].
47This example (with one strategy added) is due to Pierpaolo Battigalli.
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is eliminated in the second, is helpful to follow the next few arguments.

1n2 L C R
U (4; 1) (4; 1) (0; 1)
M (0; 1) (0; 1) (4; 1)
D (3; 1) (2; 1) (2; 1)
B (9; 0) (0; 1) (0; 1)

It is known from Pearce [37] that a strategy is not weakly dominated if
and only if it is a best reply to some fully mixed conjecture over oppo-
nents�strategies. But notice that, di¤erently than the iterated deletion of
strongly dominated strategies, iterated admissibility can exclude strate-
gies that are not weakly dominated in the �nal reduced game (L). To
justify this, a player must still consider the possibility that some oppo-
nent might play some previously deleted strategy. But to what extent?
If previously deleted strategies could be given a positive probability, a
player would clearly run the opposite risk of rescuing strategies that are
weakly dominated in the �nal reduced game (B). This tension is solved
by lexicographic conjectures and lexicographic best replies.48 A lexico-
graphic conjecture is a �nite list of simple conjectures in a priority order-
ing. They allow to take into consideration previously deleted strategies
and yet, pushing them farther in the list, to deem them as in�nitely less
likely than strategies that survive more steps of the procedure. A lexico-
graphic best reply is a strategy that, for any other strategy, does not worse
than the latter against the conjectures of the list up to the end or up to
one against which the former does strictly better. Formal de�nitions will
be provided in section 2. Notice that to justify strategy D player 1 must
be allowed to hold a lexicographic conjecture with overlapping supports.
In the �nal set, D is a best reply to the simple conjecture that considers C
and R equally likely, but it is not a strict best reply. Hence player 1 may
wonder about a secondary conjecture to check the desirability of D. If
the secondary conjecture were obliged to put probability 1 on the deleted
strategy L, strategy D would not be a lexicographic best reply. Instead,
considering L and R equally likely as secondary hypothesis makes strategy
D a lexicographic best reply.

The second step consists of �nding the epistemic hypotheses that iden-
tify and conceptually motivate the right lexicographic conjectures, whose

48See also Stahl ([40])
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lexicographic best replies correspond to the iteratevely admissible strate-
gies. These hypotheses will be de�ned as notions of cautious rationality,
assumption of opponents�cautious rationality, and so on, which charac-
terize players who perform iterated admissibility.
Here comes the contribution of the paper. In section 3, a canonical type

space for lexicographic hierarchies of beliefs is constructed. The canoni-
cal type space allows players to conceive any meaningful lexicographic
hierarchy of beliefs about strategies, so that no exogenous restriction is
super-imposed and the states of interest will be entirely identi�ed by the
conceptually relevant events. In section 4, compelling notions of assump-
tion, cautiousness and rationality are de�ned and put at work in this
epistemic environment. These notions allow to construct events that not
only capture any step of iterated admissibility but can also hold together,
de�ning a cautious rationality and common assumption of cautious ratio-
nality non-empty event in which players "share" their being cautious and
rational in the sense of this paper.

Brandenburger, Friedenberg and Keisler [18] (henceforth BFK), to
whom this work is much indebted, de�ne notions of rationality and as-
sumption that, opportunely combined, deliver the iteratevely admissible
strategies. They obtain this result by incorporating in rationality a very
strong open-mindedness requirement: players put every state of world in
the support of their beliefs, at some level of their lexicographic proba-
bility system over the state space. This means that players conceive at
the same time every lexicographic hierarchy of beliefs allowed by the type
space and consider it possible to some extent. Then, the authors prove
the impossibility result that for a rich enough type structure (complete
and continuous), players are unable to commonly assume this notion of
rationality: the corresponding event is empty. The impossibility ceases
to hold for poorer type structures, but this means imposing exogenous
restrictions to the hierarchies of beliefs, which could �nd no justi�cation
in the context at hand. Now, suppose that players were able to prove
to each other that they are rational in this sense. Then players should
assume that everyone is rational; assume that everyone is rational and
assumes that everyone is rational; and so on. But if common assump-
tion of rationality is impossible, at some point players must start forming
doubts. Why should they? This puzzling result has inspired di¤erent
papers other than this. Keisler and Lee [31] show that relaxing the con-
tinuity hypothesis in the type space, the impossibility may cease to hold.
Heifetz, Meier and Schipper [28] take a more radical way out by changing
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the solution concept.49 The aim of this paper, instead, is to epistemically
characterize precisely iterated admissibility, for its intuitive appeal, but
obtaining a non-empty "cautious rationality and common assumption of
cautious rationality" event through interpretationally clear innovations.
Switching from open-mindedness to a milder cautiousness requirement al-
lows to preserve the characterization and let players commonly believe in
their cautiousness and rationality. The idea is simple and realistic: play-
ers cannot or are not interested in conceiving and weighing all possible
hierarchies of beliefs at the same time.50 Cautious players just conceive
all possible opponents�strategies, the payo¤ relevant objects. Then, they
make a minimal use of higher-order beliefs51 to put those strategies in a
likelihood order, according to hypotheses about opponents�strategic rea-
soning. For instance, opponents�strategies that are best replies to some
cautious conjecture (i.e. cautiously rational ones) are given priority with
respect to the ones that are not. Such reduction of the computational
burden for players is strictly connected with their ability to commonly
assume this notion of cautious rationality.

13 Iterated admissibility and lexicographic
beliefs

For all the following player-speci�c sets Xi, let X :=
Q
j2I
Xj and X�i :=Q

j 6=i
Xj .

Consider a �nite strategic form game hI; (Si; ui)i2Ii, where I is the set
of players and for every i 2 I, Si is the set of strategies and ui : S ! R is
the payo¤ function. For any �nite set X, let �(X) be the set of probability
measures on it. De�ne the expected payo¤ function �i on �(Si)��(S�i)

49Also Asheim and Dufwemberg [1] de�ned a solution concept (fully admissible sets)
that captures a form of cautiousness and full belief in rationality and that does not
re�ne, nor is re�ned, by iterated admissibility.
50This is di¤erent than impoverishing the type structure: players can still conceive

all the meaningful hierarchies of beliefs, simply they will not be obliged to.
51 I do not rule out in any way that players can put more than necessary or even all

hierarchies of beliefs in their conjectures. But the possibility to make a parsimonious
use of them is enough to allow common assumption of cautious rationality.
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by setting for every (�i; ��i) 2 �(Si)��(S�i),

�i(�i; ��i) :=
X

s�i2supp��i

X
si2supp�i

ui(si; s�i)�i(si)��i(s�i):

A pure strategy or a pure opponents�subpro�le of strategies as argument
of �i will indicate the probability distribution putting probability 1 on it.

Iterated admissibility is a reduction procedure of the set of strategy
pro�les that relies on a weak dominance criterion.

De�nition 19 For every player i 2 I, take a set bSi � Si. For every
strategy si 2 bSi, si is weakly dominated over bS if there exists �i 2 �(bSi)
such that for every s�i 2 bS�i, �i(si; s�i) � �i(�i; s�i) and there existsbs�i 2 bS�i such that �i(si; bs�i) < �i(�i; bs�i).
Now iterated admissibility can be de�ned formally.

De�nition 20 The iterated admissibility procedure is a �nite chain of
cartesian sets of strategy pro�les S0 :=

Y
i2I
S0i � ::: � SM :=

Y
i2I
SMi such

that for every i 2 I and si 2 Si:

1. S0i = Si;

2. for every n < M , si 2 Sn+1i if and only if si 2 Sni and si is not
weakly dominated over Sn;

3. si 2 SMi if and only if si is not weakly dominated over SM .

Notice that inclusions are strict: then, the chain is �nite because the
sets of strategies are �nite. Moreover, SM is non-empty because for a
player there is always at least one strategy that is not weakly dominated.
When a strategy is not weakly dominated over a set, there exists a fully

mixed conjecture over opponents�subpro�les in the set against which the
strategy is a best reply.

Proposition 10 Consider a cartesian set of strategy pro�les bS � S. For
every i 2 I and si 2 bSi, if si is not weakly dominated over bS, then there
exists ��i 2 �(bS�i) such that for every s�i 2 bS�i, ��i(s�i) > 0 and for
every bsi 2 bSi, �i(si; ��i) � �i(bsi; ��i).
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As already argued, looking only at simple fully mixed conjectures may
wrongly justify the choice of an iteratevely inadmissible strategy: for a
player i 2 I there may be strategies that are not weakly dominated over
SM and yet do not belong to SMi . The reason is that a player who per-
forms iterated admissibility wants to avoid also strategies that are weakly
dominated over some previous set of the chain. Thus, she considers every
opponents�subpro�le in that set still possible to some extent, but the ones
that do not survive the following step are not considered nearly as likely as
the ones that do. Therefore, the epistemic characterization will need lists
of conjectures that allow to put the states of the world at uncomparable
levels of likelihood. These lists are de�ned here as lexicographic beliefs.

De�nition 21 Consider a measurable space X and let �(X) denote the
space of probability measures on its Borel �eld. A lexicographic belief is a
�nite list � = (�1; :::; �k) 2 (�(X))k of such probability measures.

I will denote by �LEX(X) :=
S
k2N
(�(X))k the set of all lexicographic

beliefs over X.
When X is the space of opponents�strategy subpro�les, I will call the

lexicographic beliefs lexicographic conjectures. As argued in the introduc-
tion, I am interested in lexicographic conjectures with possibly overlapping
supports, i.e. where there can exist n 6= m such that supp�n

T
supp�m 6=

;. With respect to lexicographic conjectures, I take the standard de�nition
of lexicographic best reply.

De�nition 22 Consider a player i 2 I and a lexicographic conjecture
� 2 �LEX(S�i). A strategy si 2 Si is a lexicographic best reply to � =
(�1; :::; �k) if for every s0i 6= si, there exists j � k such that for every h � j,
�i(si; �h) � �i(s0i; �h) and, if j < k, �i(si; �j) > �i(s0i; �j).

Instead, when X will be the section with respect to opponents of the
state space (cross product of the strategy space and of the type space I
will construct), I will be interested in lexicographic beliefs with nonover-
lapping measures.52 Such lexicographic beliefs represent a list of mutually
exclusive hypotheses about the state of the world: the primary hypothe-
sis, the secondary hypothesis, and so on. This will not prevent marginal
lexicographic beliefs on strategies to have overlapping supports; it will just

52This is actually a slightly weaker requirement than nonoverlapping supports when
the underlying space is in�nite.
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require the belief in the same opponents�strategy subpro�le in two di¤er-
ent hypotheses to be motivated by two di¤erent states of the world. As
in BFK, this property is called mutual singularity and the lexicographic
beliefs that satisfy it are called lexicographic probability systems.53

De�nition 23 Consider a measurable space X. A lexicographic belief � =
(�1; :::; �k) 2 �LEX(X) is mutually singular if there are measurable sets
E1; :::; Ek in X such that for every j � k and h 6= j, �j(Ej) = 1 and
�j(Eh) = 0. A mutually singular lexicographic belief is called lexicographic
probability system.

I will denote by �LPS(X) � �LEX(X) the set of all lexicographic
probability systems (henceforth, LPS) over X.
Lexicographic hierachies of beliefs about strategies will be de�ned in

the next section, where they are used to construct the type space that
captures them.

14 A canonical type space for lexicographic
hierarchies of beliefs

Here I construct a canonical type space for lexicographic hierachies of
beliefs.
I will metrize spaces as follows:

� Si with the discrete metric;

� �(X), where X is a separable complete metric space (Polish), with
the Prohorov metric;

� �LEX(X), where X is a Polish space, by setting the distance be-
tween two elements of the same lenght � = (�1; :::; �k) and b� =
(b�1; :::; b�k) as the maximum over h � k of the Prohorov distances
between �h and b�h, and the distance between two elements of dif-
ferent lenghts to 1;54

53The term was coined by Blume, Brandenburger and Dekel [14] with reference also
to lists of overlapping measures.
54The Prohorov distance between two elements is at most 1, so triangular inequality

is respected.
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� the product of Polish spaces with the product metric.

With these choices, all the spaces are Polish themselves (see [22]).
For every i 2 I and n 2 N, de�ne inductively the following sets:

X1
i : = S�i;

Xn+1
i : = Xn

i ��LEX(Xn
�i):

Moreover, de�ne

Z1i := X
1
i ; Z

n+1
i := �LEX(Xn

�i);

then Xn
i =

nQ
m=1

Zmi .

Now I can de�ne a (coherent) lexicographic hierarchy of beliefs about
strategies.

De�nition 24 A (coherent) lexicographic hierarchy of beliefs about strate-
gies is a �nite list � = (�1; :::; �k) such that for every h � k, �h = (�1; �2; :::) 2Q
n2N

�(Xn
i ) (and for every n 2 N, margXn

i
�n+1 = �n)

Since all the sets previously de�ned are Polish spaces, the following
version of lemma 1 in Brandenburger and Dekel [16] holds.55

Lemma 6 Let Di :=
�
� = (�1; �2; :::) 2

Q
n2N

�(Xn
i ) : margXn

i
�n+1 = �n

�
.

There exists a unique function fi : Di ! �(
Q
n2N

Zni ) such that for every

� 2 Di and h 2 N, margXh
i
fi(�) = �

h. Moreover, fi is a homeomorphism.

Proof. See [16].

De�ne the set of coherent lexicographic hierarchies of beliefs Ci :=S
k2N
(Di)

k and metrize it by setting the distance between two elements of

the same lenght � = (�1; :::; �k) and �
0 = (�01; :::; �

0
k) as the maximum over

55 In [16] the lemma only claims the existence of the homeomorphism because it
su¢ ces for the purposes of the paper. However, their proof constructs exactly the
homeomorphism speci�ed here through a version of Kolmogorov Existence Theorem
(from [22]), which also claims the uniqueness of the images with respect to the marginals
requirement (hence the uniqueness of the function with this feature).
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h � k of the distances between �h and �0h, and the distance between two
elements of di¤erent lenghts to 1. Then the function

gi : Ci ! �LEX(
Q
n2N

Zni ) such that gi(� = (�1; :::; �k)) := (fi(�1); :::; fi(�k)):

is a homeomorphism.56

Clearly
Q
n2N

Zni is a strict superset of S�i�C�i because
Q
n>1

Zni contains

also non coherent hierarchies. Moreover I want to achieve mutual singu-
larity in the �nal type space. The following inductive procedure allows to
restrict the sets in the desired way and close the �nal type space.
De�ne:

� �0i :=
�
� 2 Ci : gi(�) 2�LPS(

Q
n2N

Zni )

�
;

� �ni :=
�
� = (�1; :::; �k) 2 �n�1i : 8h = 1; :::; k; fi(�h)[S�i � �n�1�i ] = 1

	
;

� �i :=
T
n2N

�ni :

I have to show that for every n 2 N, �ni is well de�ned, that is, S�i �
�n�1�i is measurable.
By corollary C.1 in BFK, for every Polish space X, �LPS(X) is a Borel

set in �LEX(X). The function gi is measurable. Hence, �0i is a Borel set
in Ci and �0�i is a Borel set in C�i.
By theorem 17.24 in [30], for every Polish space X, the Borel sigma-

algebra on �(X) generated by the Prohorov metric is generated also by
the family of maps � 7! �(A) with � 2 �(X) and Borel set A � X. This
requires that for every Borel setW � X, the set

�
� 2 �(X) : �(WC) > 0

	
is Borel, hence its complement f� 2 �(X) : �(W ) = 1g is Borel too. For
every lenght k 2 N and h � k, the projection function � = (�1; :::; �k) 7!
�h with � 2 (�(X))k is continuous, hence since f� 2 �(X) : �(W ) = 1g is
Borel,

Lkh :=
�
� = (�1; :::; �k) 2 (�(X))k : �h(W ) = 1

	
56For any � = (�1; :::; �k) 2 Ci, take a ball around gi(�) = (fi(�1); :::; fi(�k)) of

radius �. Since fi is a homeomorphism, for every h � k and for the ball around fi(�h)
of radius �, there is a ball around �h whose image is contained in the previous ball.
Take the smallest radius " among those balls around �h over h � k. The image of
the ball around � of radius " is contained in the ball of gi(�) of radius �. The same
reasoning can be applied inverting gi.
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is Borel too.

Lk :=
�
� = (�1; :::; �k) 2 (�(X))k : 8h = 1; :::; k; �h(W ) = 1

	
=

\
h=1;:::;k

Lkh;

so it is Borel too.

L :=
�
� = (�1; :::; �l) 2 �LEX(X) : 8h = 1; :::; l; �h(W ) = 1

	
=
[
k2N

Lk;

so it is Borel too. Setting X :=
Q
n2N

Zni , and W := S�i � �n�1�i , �
n
i =

g�1i (L)
T
�n�1i , so it is Borel. Hence, �n�i is a Borel set in C�i.

Now consider that:

� �i is homeomorphic to gi(�i);

� gi(�i) =
�
(�1; :::; �k) 2 �LPS(

Q
n2N

Zni ) : 8h = 1; :::; k; �k[S�i � ��i] = 1
�
;

because gi is onto;

� the latter is homeomorphic to �LPS(S�i � ��i).

The last homeomorphism is the function that preserves the measures of
all sets. Rede�ne gi as the composition of itself with this last homeomor-
phism. So gi is now a homeomorphism between �i and �LPS(S�i ���i)
such that for every � 2 �i and for every h 2 N, margXh

i
gi(�) = �

h. This
closes the canonical type space for LPS ((Ti; gi)i2I from now on).
All hierarchies in �i are collectively coherent (they are coherent, believe

that opponents are coherent, and so on); moreover, they display common
certainty in mutual singularity. The type space is canonical in the sense
that it represents all hierarchies of this kind. Notice that the common
certainty in mutual singularity does not mean that the lexicographic hi-
erarchies are composed by mutually singular beliefs of all orders Indeed,
beliefs of all �rst n orders could be even identical at di¤erent likelihood
levels.
Heifetz, Meier and Schipper [28] construct a canonical type space for

LPS with a bottom-up procedure, i.e. building directly only the desired
hierarchies and putting them together in the type space. Since they in-
troduce an epistemic hypothesis of mutual singularity of conjectures over
opponents� strategies, they obtain mutual singularity in the �nal type
space automatically. The top-down procedure here, instead, allows to
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throw away only those hierarchies whose representation as lexicographic
beliefs over the state space is not mutually singular. Our construction
is therefore bigger and the represented hierarchies can be composed by
overlapping beliefs for any �nite number of orders.

15 Common assumption of cautious ratio-
nality and the characterization theorem

In the canonical type space just constructed, the goal is now to identify the
conceptually meaningful events that imply iteratevely admissible strate-
gies as behavioral projections. These events will be the result of clear
and realistic hypotheses about players�strategic reasoning, which allow to
estabilish under which conditions iterated admissibility is the appropriate
solution concept.
The �rst event of interest is the rationality one and it is based on the hy-

pothesis that players play lexicographic best replies to their lexicographic
conjectures.

De�nition 25 Rationality is the event R :=
Q
i2I
Ri � S � T such that

for every i 2 I and !i = (si; ti) 2 Ri, si is a lexicographic best reply to
margS�igi(ti) = (�1; :::; �k).

The second event of interest is the cautiousness one and it is based on
the hypothesis that players�lexicographic conjectures deem all the oppo-
nents�strategy subpro�les as possible to some extent.

De�nition 26 Cautiousness is the event C :=
Q
i2I
Ci � S � T such that

for every i 2 I and !i = (si; ti) 2 Ci, margS�igi(ti) = (�1; :::; �k) has
the following property: for every s�i 2 S�i there exists j � k such that
�k(s�i) > 0.

The conjunction of the two is the cautious rationality event. It is the
one that translates into the use of a weak dominance criterion.

De�nition 27 Cautious rationality is the event R1 :=
Q
i2I
(Ri

T
Ci) =

R
T
C.
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The projection on the strategy space of the event cautious rationality
will coincide with the �rst iteration of the iterated admissibility proce-
dure, i.e. with non weakly dominated strategies. To capture the further
iterations, I need to identify the events where conjectures give the right
priority to the iteratevely admissible strategies, in terms of their likeli-
hood. These events are based on the hypothesis that players hold a kind
of belief in opponents�cautious rationality up to some order. This kind of
belief in an event (such as cautious rationality) shall not necessarily rule
out completely that the event does not occur. This concept is de�ned here
as assumption.

De�nition 28 A LPS �i = (�1; :::; �k) 2 (�(S�i � T�i))k assumes B �
S�i � T�i (at level h) if there exists h � k such that:

1. there are measurable sets E1; :::; Ek in S�i� T�i such that for every
j � h, Ej � B and �j(Ej) = 1 and for every j > h, Ej

T
B = ; and

�j(Ej) = 1.

2. for every s�i 2 projS�iB, there exists j � h such that margS�i�j [s�i] >
0.

The �rst requirement has the interpretation that players deem the
event in�nitely more likely than its complementary. The de�nition of
this concept in BFK is di¤erent because it applies again to open-minded
(i.e. full support) LPS only, and has been given a preference-based rep-
resentation.57 The second requirement means that players consider every
possible behavioral implication of the event in�nitely more likely than all
other strategy subpro�les. This re�ects the view that players, as argued in
the introduction, are concerned about conceving all possible moves by the
opponents, while using higher-order beliefs only to rank them in a likeli-
hood order. However, point 2 holds also in BFK, although in their model
there is no need to specify it in the de�nition of assumption, because it is
already a consequence of open-mindedness.
With this notion of assumption, the corresponding operator that maps

subsets of the state space into subsets of the state space can be de�ned as
follows:

Ai(B) := f!i = (si; ti) 2 (Si � Ti) : gi(ti) assumes Bg :
57 It would be interesting to check how di¤erent an axiomatic treatment of the de�n-

ition here should be.
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Using the cautious rationality event and the last operator, the right
cautious rationality and m�th order assumption of rationality events and
the cautious rationality and common assumption of rationality event can
be de�ned inductively as follows:

8m � 1, Rm+1 := Rm
\
(
Y
i2I
Ai(R

m
�i));

R1 : =
\
m2N

Rm:

The behavioral implications of the �rst events correspond step-by-step
to the iteratevely admissible strategy pro�les. The second event is non-
empty too and its behavioral implications coincide with the �nal set of
the iterated admissibility procedure. These facts are summarized in the
following characterization theorem.

Theorem 8 For every n � 0, Sn = projSRn. Moreover, SM = projSR
1:

Proof.

For every n �M; i 2 I and si 2 Sni , take a �ni (si) 2 �(Sn�1�i ) such that
supp�ni (si) = Sn�1�i and for every s0i 2 Si, �i(si; �ni (si)) � �i(s

0
i; �

n
i (si))

(it exists by proposition 3). Moreover, for every i 2 I and si 2 SMi , take a
�M+1
i (si) 2 �(SM�i) such that supp�M+1

i (si) = S
M
�i and for every s

0
i 2 Si,

�i(si; �
M+1
i (si)) � �i(s0i; �M+1

i (si)):

For every k � M , de�ne the types Uki :=
S

si2Ski
(si � k) and set Ui :=S

0�k�M
Uki .

For every i 2 I, de�ne hi : Ui ! �LPS(S�i � U�i) with the following
procedure:

� for every si 2 Si, take a � 2 �(S�i�U�i) such that supp(margS�i�) 6=
S�i and let hi((si; 0)) := �;

� for every 0 < k < M and si 2 Ski , take the � 2 �(S�i �Uk�1�i ) such
that for every s�i 2 Sk�1�i , �[(s�i; (s�i; k� 1))] = �ki (si)[s�i] and let
hi((si; k)) := (�; hi((si; k � 1)));
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� for every si 2 SMi , take the �2 2 �(S�i�UM�1
�i ) such that for every

s�i 2 SM�1
�i , �2[(s�i; (s�i;M�1))] = �Mi (si)[s�i] and take the �1 2

�(S�i � UM�i) such that for every s�i 2 SM�i, �1[(s�i; (s�i;M))] =
�M+1
i (si)[s�i] and let hi((si;M)) := (�1; �2; hi((si;M � 1))):

For every j 2 I and uj 2 Uj , take the lexicographic hierarchy of beliefs
�j(uj) = (�1; :::; �k) induced by hj(uj) in the �nite type space (Ui; hi)i2I
and rename �j(uj) as uj in Cj (see section 3). Now by the de�nition of gj ,
it must be gj(uj) = hj(uj) because in such case it is true that for every
l � k and for every h 2 N, margXh

l
fj(�l) = �hl and by lemma 6 there is

only one function satisfying this property. Moreover, gj(uj) is mutually
singular and �j(uj) is collectively coherent, so it survives all steps of the
reduction of the type space and �nally uj 2 Tj .

De�ne m(si) := max fn 2 N : si 2 Sni g. Clearly, for every i 2 I and
every si 2 S1i , (si; (si;m(si))) 2 R1i . By induction, it is immediate to show
that gi((si;m(si))) assumes R

m(si)�1
�i ; :::; R1�i. So it holds that for every

n �M , Sn � projSRn.
Moreover, notice that for every i 2 I and si 2 SMi , gi((si;M)) as-

sumes also RM�i, so that (si; (si;M)) 2 RM+1
i . But then by induction it

is immediate to show that for every n 2 N, gi((si;M)) assumes Rn�i. So,
SM � projSR1.

For the opposite inclusion, take as inductive hypothesis that Sn �
projSR

n.
Setting R0 := S � T , it is trivially veri�ed for n = 0.
Take any ! = (s; t) 2 Rn+1 � Rn. Notice that si is a lexicographic best

reply to the lexicographic conjecture margS�igi(ti) = (�1; :::; �k), where
gi(ti) assumes Rn at some level l � k. By the inductive hypothesis, for
every i 2 I, si 2 Sni . Hence it is enough to show that there exists a measure
��i 2 �(Sn�i), with supp��i = Sn�i, such that �i(si; ��i) � �i(s0i; ��i) for
every s0i 2 Sni . Any measure � := �1�1 + ::: + �l�l such that the sum-1
weights �1; :::; �l satisfy �n+1 � l � (max

s2S
�i(s)�min

s2S
�i(s)) < �n works.

Moreover, since SM � projSRM � projSR1, it holds SM � projSR1.
�
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16 Conclusions and further research

Players are expected to play iteratevely admissible strategies when they
are cautiously rational, assume opponents are cautiously rational, and so
on, where being cautious, rational and assuming an event like opponents�
cautious rationality must be carefully de�ned. A player is rational when
she plays a lexicographic best reply to her lexicographic conjecture about
opponents� strategies. A player is cautious when she forms the lexico-
graphic conjecture by taking into consideration every opponents�strategy
subpro�le as possible to some extent. The de�nition of assumption allows
players to consider in their conjectures also the possibility that the event
does not occur, but assigning likelihood priority to the event and to all its
possible behavioral implications.
BFK characterize iterated admissibility with rationality and assump-

tion of rationality events, but incorporating in rationality an open-
mindedness requirement which is stronger than the cautiousness require-
ment here: players must form conjectures that assign a priority level and
a probability weight to (a neighborhood of) every state of world. As a
consequence, in every complete and continuous type space, players can-
not commonly assume this notion of open-minded rationality since the
corrisponding event is empty. This re�ects the computational burden re-
quired to players.
This impossibility has been eliminated here by weakening the require-

ment on players�conjectures. Players are allowed to form parsimonious
conjectures, whose supports can also be constituted by a �nite number of
states of the world. But players always care to order and weigh all pos-
sible opponents�moves, the payo¤-relevant objects. Assuming opponents�
rationality, and so on, and associating to strategies higher-order beliefs
allows players to put them in a meaningful likelihood order.
As a result, players are able to form conjectures that commonly assume

this notion of cautious rationality, also in a rich type space that does not
prevent them from coming up with any meaningful lexicographic hierarchy
of beliefs about strategies. The existence of such canonical type space has
been shown constructively.
The passage from open-mindedness to cautiousness has the further

advantage of reducing the complexity of the analysis. The characterization
does not depend on the topology of the type space,58 which could then be

58The topological construction of the type space allows to claim the continuity of
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costructed as a simple measure-theoretical object, like in [29] for the non-
lexicographic case. The analysis could be further simpli�ed by removing
the mutual singularity requirement. It has to be noticed that players�
lexicographic beliefs of any order are not required to be mutually singular.
Hence, removing mutual singularity over states of the world as a whole
would not change the interpretation of the epistemic characterization.
Whether the constructed type space is universal or not has not been

investigated yet. In the proof of the characterization theorem, a �nite
type space is mapped into the canonical type space and thus shown to be
a belief-closed subset of the latter. If this could be done for any type space,
the canonical type space would also be terminal. Hence, a universal type
space would exist. On the other hand, it would be interesting to check the
existence of a type space for LPS with �nite joint support. It is reasonable
to think that players will not introduce an in�nite dimension to justify the
likelihood order they want to give to a �nite number of opponents�strategy
subpro�les.
However, the epistemic model set up here for the characterization of

iterated admissibility can be used for di¤erent scopes. For instance, I con-
jecture that by simply removing the marginal support requirement from
the de�nition of assumption, the same events would characterize the elim-
ination of weakly dominated strategies followed by many rounds of elimi-
nation of strongly dominated strategies (which is the appropriate solution
concept also under the hypotheses of [23] and [15]).
Finally, the characterization (as in BFK) relies also on strategy-type

pairs that are not cautiously rational not because the strategy is not a lexi-
cographic best reply to the conjecture, but because the conjecture does not
respect the cautiousness requirement (and the same applies in BFK with
the open-mindedness one). This is necessary to assume cautious rational-
ity and form at some level a fully mixed conjecture whenever an opponent
has a dominant strategy, which is always rational, and a dominated strat-
egy, which is always irrational. If types without full marginal support on
strategies could be put out of the picture, LPS would coincide with Condi-
tional Probability Systems a la Myerson [35] and a uni�ed framework for
the epistemic analysis of solution concepts in static and dynamic games
could be developed. To avoid the use of such incautious conjectures it is
enough to allow that an assumed event, rationality in this case, be given
a nonnull probability after the level at which it stops having probability

belief maps and compare the results with BFK�s ones. However, the topology is a
dispensable object for the characterization result.
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one. This requires to rethink the interpretation of assumption as deeming
an event in�nitely more likely than the complementary.
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